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STAYLAM: A FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR THE SUCTION
TRANSITION ANALYSIS OF A YAWED WING
C
LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
By James E. Carter
SUMMARY
A computer program called STAYLAM is presented for the computation of the
compressible laminar boundary-layer flow over a yawed infinite wing including
distributed suction. This program is restricted to the transonic speed range
or less due to the approximate treatment of the compressibility effects. The
prescribed suction distribution is permitted to change discontinuously along<
the chord measuredperpendicular to the wing leading-edge. Estimates of
1transition are made by considering leading-edge contamination, cross-flow
instability, and instability of the Tollmien-Schlichting type. A program
listing is given in addition to user instructions and a sample case.
_	 INTRODUCTION
a
At the present time there is significant effort being made to implement
boundary-layer suction on a wing to maintain laminar flow thereby resulting
in a net drag reduction. Clearly such studies require a computer program
3
which analyses the compressible laminar boundary layer on a swept wing and
4	
^
includes tests based on the latest technology to determine whether or not 	 j





the art for boundary-layer computations for finite swept wings and
that for transition estimates, it is clear that such a program would be most
complex and thus difficult to use.	 Hence, in the present program a number of
approximations have been made in order to simplify the analysis; nonetheless,











m,n indices for x- and -z-directions, respectively
a
p static pressure
Q free stream velocity
i





U velocity component in x-direction
us velocity component in direction of inviscid streamline
8
u 
cross flow velocity component'
U transformed velocity at the boundary-layer edge in the x-direction
V
1
velocity component at the boundary-layer edge in the y-direction
(V = T= K sin ^)	 a
w
i
velocity component in the z-direction




y coordinate along the surface measured parallel to the leading edge
z coordinate measured perpendicularly to surface
a weighting factor in finite-difference scheme
Y ratio of specific heats
`-	 Lax grid spacing in x-direction






I	 x2j pressure gradient parameter - v 	 dx*
u molecular viscosity coefficient
v kinematic_ viscosity coefficient-
s
P density
T shear stress at surface
angle between direction of flow at the boundary-layer edge and the
x-direction
angle of , shear of tiring
Superscripts:
dimensional, untransformed quantity





edge of boundary layer
n
T
normal to leading edge of wing '	 I;
x in the x-direction




The present program, STAYLAM, was developedby modifying a program
presented by Beasley (ref. 1) for the calculation of the incompressible laminar
boundary layer and prediction of transition on an infinite sheared wing. In
Beasley's program the second-order-accurate Crank-Nicolson finite-difference
scheme is used to compute the boundary layer from the attachment line to some
desired point downstream. These boundary-layer results are then enalyzed to
determine whether or not leading-edge instability or cross-flow instability
{ occurs. The Owen-Randall criterion is used for the cross -flow instability
I
	
	 test. The Tollmien-Schlichting type of instability is estimated by usi.Ig a
correlation given by Stuart (ref. _2) of the critical Reynolds number as a
function of the external pressure gradient. The point where transition is
completed is then estimated by using a correlation given by Granville (ref. 3).
3
These same tests are used in the present program; the only modification which	 l
has been made is that the input quantities to these tests are the actual
compressible values, not the corresponding incompressible values given by the
Stewartson transformation. It should be noted that the transition tests in
the present program, can be replaced or supplemented with relative ease.
a
The Beasley program has been modified by the inclusion of distributed
wall suction, compressibility effects, and the finite-difference scheme has
been generalized to be of arbitrary accuracy between first and second order
in the streamwise, marching variable. Figure 1 gives a typical distribution
of suction velocities and explains the nomenclature used in inputting this
distribution to the program. Note that the suction is allowed to change
discontinuously at a prescribed number oflocations along the airfoil. It
1was found that the Beasley program, modified to include suction, gave distri-
butions of the local skin-friction coefficient which showed significant
oscillations in a region of discontinuous suction. These oscillations were
eliminated by using a first-order accurate finite-difference scheme in the
streamwise marching variable, instead of the second-order accurate Crank
Nicolson scheme used by Beasley. The oscillations were expected in using
the Crank-Nicolson scheme due to its known neutral stability in the wall
region. The first-order :accurate scheme suppresses the oscillations caused by
the discontinuous suction since it has greater damping. For the same accuracy
the first-order scheme requires more streamwise grid points than the
second-order scheme; however, calculations showed-that both schemes yield about
the same result if approximately 100 grid points are used from the leading to
trailing edge. Appendix A gives further details of the finite-difference
scheme.
The Stewartson (ref. 4) transformation has been used to account for
compressibility effects._ Details of this transformation along with the
Blasius transformation used by Beasley and the coordinate system are presented
in Appendix B. The Prandtl number is assumed to be unity and the total
temperature is assumed to be the same as the free stream value. A further
approximation is made in the treatment of the streamwise pressure gradient
term which allows the incompressible infinite swept wing equations to be
obtained after the Stewartson transformation This latter approximation 	 j
restricts the use of the present program to speeds in the transonic range or
lower. Since the present interest in LFC (laminar flow control) is in the






Several calculations were made to verify the accuracy of STAYLAM. 	 First,
the incompressible boundary layer on a circular cylinder with a constant suc-
tion velocity was computed and comparisons were made with the results obtained
by Terrill (ref. 5) for the same case. 	 Excellent agreement was found in the
momentum and displacement thicknesses, and skin frictioni distributions.	 The
estimate of the separation point from the present program differed from that
of Terrill by only 0.1°.	 A second test case was a comparison between the
results from the present program aid t^ie analytic solution for the
compressible asymptotic suction pro eile (ref. 3) which is obtained by applying,
constant suction on a flat plate. 	 Excellent agreement was obtained in the
streamwise and normal velocity distributions.
PROGRAM USAGE
The program was written in the FORTRAN programming language for use on
i
the Control. Data 6000 Series Computer Systems under the NOS. 1.1 operating
system at Langley Research Center. 	 Included in the output is a plot s'




Cf , versus the non-dimensional surface distance measured perpendicular to
y
the leading edge.	 Some modification to the program might be required to i
obtain plots on a different computer system.
The input and output for STAYLAM are discussed in the next two sections.
f









1 ITS, J, TOL, DZ, DS, USTEP, WF^ 215,5FlO.5
2 IBLC 15
3 MSMAX	 (Skip if 15
4 WWALL(MS), SDS(MS)	 IBLC = 0)
MS = 1, MSMAX 2F10.5
5 INC, AMI1V'F 3D , GAMMA I 5 , 2F10.2
6 B 8A10
7 INT3, CH 15, F10.5
F	 8 ISY, INT O+, RHO	 (Skip if INT3 = `0)	 215,FlO.5
9 XA(N), ZA(N) 2E16.8
(INTO pairs of values)
10 ISP 15
11 IFPT, INT1, RUST, DX 315,2FlO.5
12 OPX(N) , N = 2, NL1STPl ( Skip if IFPT y^ 2)	 8F10. 5
13 C 8A10
1
14 PSI,- DTRIP 8F10-5
15 INTRL, IFR 215
16 RNL(I), 1-= 1, INTRL 8F10.5
i
17 INTV, L 215
18 XV(I), UM(I), 1 = 2, LP1 2E16.8
19 MGRAD ,	 XV (a. 1	(if INC = ' 0) 2F10- 5
20 VGRAD, XV(1)	 (if INC = 1) 2F10.5










The definitions of these input variables are as follows
ITS
	 Maximum number of iterations in subroutine WUV to calculate the u
profile.
J Number of steps in z direction.^
TOL Iterative tolerance.
DZ Step length in z direction.
DS Standard step length in x direction, made non -dimensional with
respect to airfoil chord.
UST.BP Maximum permissible ' increase in velocity at edge of boundary layer 	 li
across one ste-Q.
WF Accuracy control on finite-difference expression for x derivatives.
WF = 0.5 gives second-order accuracy (Crank-Nicolson scheme);
WF	 1..0 gives first-order, accuracy.
IBLC Suction parameter.
	 IBLC	 0, no suction; IBLC = 1, distributed
suction permitted.




Array of suction velocity values	 w-,^	 'for suction
VCO
GIWALL (MS) < 0.




attachment line, where value of suction velocity changes
discontinuously.	 Set SDS (MSMAX) > surface distance from
attachment line to trailing edge.
INC Compressibility parameter.
	
INC = 1, flow is incompressible.	 h
a




AMINF3D Free stream Mach number.
GAMMA Ratio of specific heats; usually	 `y = 1.4.
B Main title.
INT3 0:	 velocity data will be given at	 x co-ordinates, that is,
at distances from the attachment line measured around the
airfoil surface.
1:	 velocity data will be given at chord-wise stations.
CH Airfoil chord, measured perpendicularly to leading edge..
ISY = 0:	 airfoil is cambered.
= 1:	 airfoil is symmetrical.
INTO Initially is the number of 'pairs of co-ordinates to be read,
subsequently becomes the total number of pairs of airfoil
- co-ordinates stored, including the lower surface and leading edge.
RHO Nose radius of the airfoil in plane perpendicular to the leading;
edge.
XA Coordinates of geometric data, measured perpendicularly to the
- leading edge and in the plane through the leading and trailing
edges.
ZA Coordinates of geometric data, measured -perpendicularly to the
plane through the leading and trailing edges.- 	 For a symmetrical
airfoil XA and ZA'are read from the leading 'edge to the trailing
edge and include values at both points.- For a caitbered airfoil
the geometrical data are rFad from the training edge on the lower
3
surface to the trailing, edge`on the upper surface.	 Values of XA	 jj
for the lower surface must have negative signs, and values of
a
ORIGINAL PAGE IS	 gr
OF POOR_QUAL=
y
ZA must have signs as appropriate.
ISP	 Surface parameter indicator. ISP = 2, upper surface calculation;
ISP = 0, lower surface calculation.
IFPT	 = 1: Complete print-out at end of all steps.
2: Complete print-out at points given in list.
= 3: Complete print-out at points at which velocity data is 'given.
4: Complete print-out at points DX apart, where DX is given as
dat=s, .
In current program set IFPT 3 and the print-out has been
modified so that the complete print-out (boundary -layer profiles)
is printed every 10% chord. This modification can be eliminated
a
by several program changes in subroutine PRINT.
INT1
	
Velocity profiles are printed outat values of z corresponding to
n	 1,2,3,...(INT1 + 1), 2(INTl) + 1, 3(INT1) + 1,...,PT
NLIST	 Number of points in output list,
3
DX	 Interval between <listed output points -(when: IFPT 4), made
non-dimensional with respect to the airfoil chord,
i
OPX	 Points at which full output is required.
C	 Sub-title.





	 Number of values of Reynolds number to be read.
Q.L sec
IFR
	 1. Data Reynolds number =
CO
v•
= 2. Data Reynolds number = V
CO
Q L ` cos °lb
_ 3. Data Reynolds number V
10
fIn present pr06ram use IFR = 2 as this Reynolds number definition g
I
has been assumed in the suction velocity and in the skin-friction
coefficient calculations.
RNL Reynolds number.
INTV = 1:	 Velocity data is given as	 U.
= 2:	 Velocity data is given as -U sec
= 3:	 Velocity data is given as	 C
_	
P•If flow is compressible set INTV = 1. 	 See UM description for
further explanation of input in compressible case.
L Initially is the number of velocity data points read in,
a
subsequently is the total number ofpoints at which the velocity
distribution is defined, including the attachment line. j
XV Coordinates of velocity data.	 Use the same sign convention as 1
that for XA to indicate whetherthe upper or lower surface is
to be computed.
UM For incompressible flow, UM is initially the velocity data,
subsequently, U.	 For compressible flow UM is initially	 Ne .
n
After the Stewart:on transformation, it is U. 	 The velocity
(or Mach number) data,-XV and UM, are read from the attachment
9
f
line towards the _trailing edge, but attachment-line values
must not be included and the data need not extend all the way
to the trailing edge.
MGRAD Mach number gradient (nondimensio;ial) at the ;attachment line in a
dMe





VGRAD Velocity gradient (nondimensional) at the attachment line in a
dU tI *
plane perpendicular to the leading edge =	
^Qn	
^ sec
Location of attachment line.	 Use same sign convention as that
used for
	 XA.
ALPHA Incidence of airfoil in streamwise plane.
Sl,S3 Quantities used in equations (53
-54) in reference 1. ...
KUE Parameter for more data on step.
= 1:	 Read more data from ITS.
= 2:	 Read more data from B.
_ 3:	 Read more data from ISY.
4:	 Read more data from IFPT.
5: < Read more data from C.
= 6:	 Read more data from INTV.
= 7:	 Stop. ?
The input is printed and labeled as described above. 	 In addition the
following quantities are also printed along with the input.
i
STH Non-dimensional surface distance measured from lower surface
-trailing edge.
TH Transformed chordwise station X.	 Lower surface, A = cos-1 (21XI - 1);
upper surface, 0 = 2fr - Cos 	 (2X- 1').
FSTH Second derivative of surface distance with respect to 	 8.	 Used
in cubic spline interpolation.
A
FZTH Second derivation of Z ,(measured perpendicularly to the plane
through the leading and trailing edges) with respect to 	 e.






Non-dimensional surface distance measured from attachment line
j	 to point at which the inviscid velocity, Mach number, or pressure
i
coefficient data is prescribed.
SXVINC	 Transformed surface distance corresponding to SXV; same as x'/L*
I	 ,^
J	 in equation (B4).
a^ e
U	 Non-dimensional transformed surface velocity _ 	 n
ae Qb
THXV	 Value of 8 at the points where the velocity data is prescribed,
XV.






Second derivative of SXV with respect to SXVINC. Used in cubic
spline interpolation.
OUTPUT	 a
The displacement and momentum thicknesses, skin-friction values, and
i	 results of the transition estimates are 'printed at each location on the
I
airfoil where ,a boundary-layer calculation. is made. These locations are
,	 p
determined by the USTEP criterion, or if this is satisfied, then the
computation is made at regular DS intervals. Furthermore, since IFPT = 3,
computations are also made at the same locations at which the velocity (or
Mach number) data is prescribed. 'Note that these lattercomputations are
only temporary; hence results_ from these stations do not form upstream
conditions for the next downstream station. The skin-friction coefficients`




- - - -
The boundary-layer profiles are printed at approximately every 10 per
cent chord. The information printed at each boundary-layer station and an
explanation of the boundary-layer profiles is given as follows:
X Non-dimensional chord location.
S Transformed incompressible coordinate measured along
airfoil from attachment line; same as 	 x	 in equation
(12) in Appendix B.
SCOMP Non-dimensional surface distance measured from attachment
-	 line,
U Non-dimensional transformed velocity at the boundary-
^c	 ^a' u	 MC	 e _	 en






AME3D Mach number at the boundary-layer edge.	 See equation (18)
in Appendix B.
DUID(S/L) ^	 ^	 Y g	 dUTransformed inviscid velocity radient dx
URe
DELTAl Scaled displacement thickness =	 {d)x	 L
URe
THETAl Scaled momentum thickness =	
x	
(^,^).
(DU/DZ)Z=O Scaled skin-friction coefficient in	 x	 direction =
Y-1
21	 2	 £0 au
1 + ^ Me az z=0




1 2	 bo 2vl
1 a ^ p? az Z=O^
AIRFOIL SLOPE
	
Local airfoil slope in degrees in plane perpendicular
' to the leading edge.
;. ' 14
A1
DIMENSIONAL Z)/	 Multiplicative factor to convert scaled displacement
CHORD





CFX Skin-friction coefficient x direction =	 ^"






Skin-friction coefficient in y direction =
1 12 = 2 sin 
	





CDFX Skin-friction drag coefficient is direction perpendicular
to leading edge based on chord measured perpendicular
to leading edge.
CDFXINF Total skin-friction drag coefficient in free stream
direction based on chord measured parallel to free
-	 ` stream..
co u
CHI(OWEN- Cross-flow Reynolds number = X = Rem	 Q d(z*/L*)
RANDALL) O
u*6
RTHETA Reynolds number based on momentum thickness
<	 min
where	 V*.	 is the minimum. of _VW	 or	 ve.
RTHETCRIT Critical momentum thickness Reynolds number from Stuart
(ref. ,2) for prediction of instability in the
Tollmlien-Schlichting sense,
e2	 due




2(Y-l)	 1/2Y-1	 21 +	 14^	 (l +	 M	 cos2t^)2	 x dU
_ (THETAI)	
l + Y-1 M2	 Y	 M2 U2 ) 3/2	 U dx^l +2	 e	 2	 y
INSTAB. RE	 NO. Momentum thickness Reynolds number at estimated point of
1 minar instability as determined from Stuart correlation.
RTC-RTI Critical momentum thickness Reynolds number minus momentum
thickness Reynolds number at the point of laminar
instability from Granville correlation.
3Y-1
fxi	 21M2/2	 °O
LAM2BAR Average value of	 X2 =	 x*	 x*tr	 i
ET- - L




Scaled coordinate normal to surfaceL
W Transformed velocity_ component normal to surface, w. 	 See	 a
y ^
equation (12) in Appendix B.	 `<




V Velocity tangent to ,surface in y direction = 	 _
ve	 Q.*sin




See Appendix C for ,further explanation.
is
e
CFV Velocity component perpendicular to direction of inviscid
'
streamline (cross-flow component) _	 See Appendix
co
C for further explanation.









The computational molecule for the finite-difference scheme is shown in
the accompanying sketch. 	 The point of evaluation moves from the midpoint
,a
between lines-m and m + 1 as	 a, the weighting factor, varies from 0.5 to
1.0.	 With derivatives evaluated at the point	 x = (m. + a)Ax,_ z	 nAz	 the
following finite-difference approximations are given.
uau _	 m+l,n	 m,n	 a2u	 2
+ ('a - 1/2)^x	 + 0(4x )	 (Al)a xAx 2
ax
@u	 um,n+l	 m,n-1	 um+l n+l	 m+l n-1	 2
=	 (1 - a)(	 ) + a(^_	 '	 ) + 0(Az	 )	 (A2)@z2^z	 2^z
2	 u	 -2u	 + u	 	 -2u	 + u
a:2 - (l	 a)( m,n+l	 m,n-1) + a ( m+l,n+l	 m+2,n	 rm+l,n-1)^,n
az	 Az -	 Az
(A3)
+ 0(Az
From,the truncation error it is seen that if 	 a. = 0.5 the scheme is second-
j
order accurate, which is the Crank-Nicolson scheme used by Beasley. 	 First-
order accuracy is obtained if 	 of = 1	 and this scheme is sometimes referredi
to as a fully implicit finite-difference scheme. 	 In the program the
k	 i weighting factor 	 a	 is designated as	 WF, and should be restricted to the
range 0.5 : WF < 1.0.
	
It should be noted that if	 a = 0.5	 the normal
component of velocity which is printed is the value at 	 m + 1/2, n;
(
Y
otherwise, for	 a > 0.5 the value is at 	 m + l,n.
^R.tr





^	 __ .....	 ...	 ........—.-e.._.......^-.e _..a....a._.^.-..-..-..^-^_ .^....^
	 qty
The Stewartson transformation, which is given by
x'^ p^ a'^






f Pz'	 _	 - dz.
a* p* (B5)
,/ o	 °°	 °°
a*CO
u'-- u (B6 )
ae
a^'pr




is applied to equations (Bl) - (B3).
	
In addition it is assumed that
i
the
Prandtl number is unity, the total temperature equals the free stream value,






i^^ sink tla	 due
i










	 az'	 CO az'2
20
jThe coefficient of the external velocity gradient in equation (B9) gives rise
to a coupling between the x and y momentum equations which is not present in
incompressible flow. This coefficient varies from its maximum value at the
surface to unity at the boundary-layer edge as v* approaches its edge
value Q* sin	 This maximum value increases as -the Mach number and sweep
angle increase; nevertheless, this coefficient remains close to unity for 	 .•.
flows in the transonic speed range, which is the present area of interest.
For examplethe maximum value of this coefficient is 1.06 or less for 	 = 35
and free stream Mach numbers of one or less. In the present program this
coefficient is set equal to unity and the x momentum equation becomes
du	 2







Thus it is seen that with the given assumptions the Stewartson transformation
converts the compressible equations into an equivalent incompressible
formulation. This formulation is the starting point for Beasley's analysis
a
which will be repeated; for convenience.
Beasley applied the Blasius transformation given by
I
- x, U sxe 1/2 z,
	













u U,	 v V,
"	




to equations (B8), (Bll), and (B10), respectively, and obtained
r	
2i
i	 x 8u } x dU u + z ( x dU - 1 ) au { aw 0	 (B13)
i





	 uz x dU	 au _	 2 x_ c^U	 ^,




av	 uz x dU	 av a2v
xu ax + [w + 2 (U
	- 1)] az = az2
	
(B15)
The surface boundary conditions including suction are given as










2 el x	 O°
	
(B16)-	 3/2 ^U	 0(i^t,2




Z 4-CO	 u	 1,	 v }1	 (B17)
a









l" 21 IZ^ eos2
w* e oo
The scaled, non-dimensional suction velocity, Q# 	 is referred to as
i
I WALL in STAYLAM and is ,part of the input.{	 d
I	
'
After the solution is obtained in terms of transformed, incompressible







x 1 + 1^1 Me 2 (Y-1)
d.xBl
L* _	 Y-12	 ( 9)





l + Y22_l_ Ike 2( y-1)	 T*












u* __ 1 + 2 M^^
Q* 1 + Y-l M2u U	 (B22)
2 e




1 + 2 co	 Too
°°	
2	 e)




x1 + L M2 ('Y-1)
	u(1 - u)dz
	




* 	 *	 1 +	 M	
e
L*	 CL*,	 1,URe	 21 2	 udz	 (B26)e	 1+^M	 o
i
where the subscript e denotes the edge of the boundary layer. The local








2U U 1 +	 M	 au





1 + ^42 2 (y-1)
Cfy = 2 sin	














i	 w	 The resolution of the velocity components at any point in the boundary
layer into the streamwise and crossflow components, respectively, is given
F
1	 as follows:
us = u* cos + v^ sin
	
(Cl)




These components are non-dimensionalized by the free stream velocity, Qom,






u 	 v sin sin;	 ^	 3
Q^	 1 - y21 1,12e)
l 2 1/2	
1
U*1 + Y— p^
Q = U
	
	 2	 (v-	 u) sin	 (C1)	
j
l + 2 Me
Note that at the boundary-layer edge 	 i
x	 1/2U °	 ^ Y-?se	
U2 
l	 2	



































PPOGRAM	 STAYLA M ( INPCITrOUT PUT,TAPEtaINPUT,TAPE2t0UTF ! UT) 1
2
( PASTER	 LA M INAR-BOUNDARY LAYER 3
4
CnMMOn, /AUR^', UV/JrITSrTOLrTFCnNrG9rD61,nZ ,WF,'^H,U MGH,AO,CON3,CON6r 5
1C(I N7eGr AN (17A) $ PDO(170)#HN(170),O N O(170)OR N Q(170) ► C N (170)#DDO(170) 6
2, n^,( 170)aRDi,t?NOC,7o)a p NOri70J^U M 1clTn),uMGt1f0).wMCi70),wNtci7o). 7
3 p' N0(170) rl)(4).Atin(170) 8
COMMQN/£+FX/9TH( 3b5) aTH(3b'3loF8TH(3h5)-aTNT p ^F^TH(355) R
COMMON/XSAhDI. 1 /L1 M (365),THXV(3h5),FI.ITH(365),XV(365)rCPUM(365)r 10
1SXV(365),SXVI NC(365),FSVSINC(366)PL,SATT,IN73PCH,TSP 11,
CO! I MO1'/RESIILTS/ w!a 2(tTO),I IM Zfl70)P V M2(17n),DELTAI.rTHETAI,NO,DUDZ I2
1 P DVDZ 13
Cn rimn N/GEn M /XA(365)_,ZA(365) 14
taIMFNST(1N - XAHLn(365)PZAHLD(365) 15
CO Rt HON/TEST/RN1.(1OPTNTkLrIFR 16
C0mMON/OPLIST/OPX(200),VPS(200) 17
C OMMON/ CDMPRES/I NC, AMINFID,AMESD,8TNP,CnSP, GAMMA , GAM I
	
GAt, 2rGAM3, 18
IGA M u, A MF43D,RATTO,SCA MP,ZCOMP(170),T(17n),RHtID(170) 19
REAL.	 MGRAD 20
DI M ENSION	 S(2)r9(8)rC(N) 21
nIMENSIQN	 1.1M1H(170) rU M2H (170)rVO2H(170) 22
DIMENSION	 W WALL(15), SnS(15) 23
-	
DIMENSION	 VCFX2(POOI, V CFY2(200),HSCOMP(20n),LAHEL(8) 24
lahAB(8 ) aINF p ( 34) Z5





CALL LEROY 31	 3
i 32
C READ HnUNDARY LAYER CALCULATION PARAMETERS 33
- C n'AXIMUM NO,	 nF-ITERATIONS.	 NOe	 OF	 STEPS IN Z n1RECTTO N',	 ITERATIVE - 34
C TaLERANCF#	 STEPLFNGTHS	 IN Z AND X DIRECTIONS, 	 AND MAX VARIATION	 IN U 35
C ArROSS O NF STEPP	 W EIGHTT NI G FACTOR FOR-FTNTTF nIFFERF'4rE	 SCHEME 36
37
CALL JPI APAMS(TNFO) 38
En?CODF(A0 P a25,LAA(1))	 INFO(1);,INFO(23)rINFO(22) 39








	 +	 SOME 'COMPUTED QUANTITIFS* 46	 1
WRITE(2P400)ITS,J,TaL,DZ,D3,U8TEP,WF ue
onn' FARMATCSH
	 ITSA,T$ , 2X,2HJn , I5,2X,AHTOLP , F1n,sr2X ; 3HDZe , F10.5,2X, 44
13HDSNg F10e5P2X,6HUSTEPPPF10,5r2Xr3MWFsF10,S) 51)
51	 ;
C READ R (1UNDARY LAYER	 SUCTION OR	 INJECTION' PARANETF R , IBLC, 52
C 151.C 8 0,	 NO	 SUCTION OR	 INJECTION	 PERMITTED. 53
t	 C IRLCrl,	 DISCONTINUOUS SUCTION OR	 INJECTION PERMITTED, 54
5'J
READ(1P77)IBLC 56
77 FORM AT(15) 57
IF(IBLC. EMs0)GO TO 78 5S
59
;C READ SUCTION OR	 INJECTION VELOCITY' PARAMETERPWWALL(MS)P w/Q*6QRT(DL/NU 60
27
` ORIGINALIlVAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
,
C )	 WHICH IS	 ALLOWED TO CHANGE DISCONTINUOUSLY AT SDS(MS) 	 LOCATIONS,	 A 61
C TOTAL OFMSMAX LOCATIONS ARE PERMITTED, 62
63
RFAD(ir77)MSNAX 64
REAO(1.502)(WWALLfM!!) ► SD8('M$)sM$^i ► kSMAX) 65
WRITE(? ► 79) 66
79 FORMAT(/* IBLC*i	 DISCONTINUOUS SUCTION OR 	 INJECTION GIVEN BELO**) 67
WRITE(2 ► 80)	 MSMAX 69
I 80 FORMAT(/1X29HSUCTTnN OR	 INJECTION VELOCTTY ► 5X10HS LQCATION ► 69
15X6HHSMAXsI5)
70 ...
W RITE(2,81)( W WALL(MS) * SD9(MS) ► M 9n1pMSh AX) 71
At	 FORMAT(IoX F 9HWWALL(" 5)r20X7430S'MS)/(10XFIO . S ► 1SXF10 , 5)) 72
GO TO 82 73
IS	 HRITE(2 ► R4) 74
8 11	 FO P "ATC/* -IBLCaO`NO	 SUCTION, OR 'INJECTION PERMITTED*/) 75
w W ALL(1) an ,0$	 SDS(1)a100000. 76
92 CONTINUE 77
C 76
C RFAO CO M PRESSIBILITY PARA M ETER ► INC ► 	 ANO FREFSTREAM MACH 'N0,,AMjNF3D 79
C IMCe1	 FLOW IS INCOMPRFS31BLE 80
r. INCRO	 FLOW	 TS CO M PRESSTALE ► COMPUTATION MADE	 IN $TEWARTSON 91
C TRANSFORMFD VA R I A BLES 82
83




	 86,INC ► A'M I N?F3004 1iy A 87
66	 FOR M AT(/*	 I N C a *I2 ► *	 AMTNF3DN*F.16 A,*	 nAMMA n*E16 n 81 88
j IF(T^4C,EP,1) 'nn 	 TO	 8A A9
PRI NT	 87 90
R7 FORMAT(* COMPRFS819LE FLOW(INCAO),	 STEWARTSON TRANSFORMATION USED 91
1*) 92
GO TO 90 93
AP	 PRINT	 84 94
89 FORMAT(* ItiCOMPRESSIHLE FLOW	 (INCa1), 0 95
90 CONTINUE 96,97






GAM4 n (2.*GAMMA•!.)/(GAHMA • 1,) 105
j AMF83Dsb5*GMi*AMINF3Dr*2` 106
j C READ	 MAIN	 TITLE	 (COLS	 1-3p 72) 107
74	 READ ( 1 ► 151)8 10A
151	 FORhAT(8A10) 109
I WRITE( 2 ► 420 ) El 110
}	 ( 420	 FORMAT(iH0 ► 3HP n 	 ► BAto) 111
i 112 gg
.1
C READ GEOMETRY PARAMETER AND CHORD LENGTH' 113
C IF	 TNT3x0	 VELOCITY DATA WILL NE GIVEN AT	 INTERVALS MEASURED AROU P-10 THE ilk
! C AEROPOIL SURFACF A ND NO ;GEOMETRICAL DATA IS RE QUIRED 115 ►
; 116
1 REAO (t,72')INT3CH 117
72	 FORMAT(I5	 F10.51 118k WRTTE(2 ► 401)TNT3 ► CH 119 1





C MUST OISTANGE6	 AROUN I D SURFACE, 	 FSE CALCULATED 122
IF(INT3,E0,O)GO	 TO 75 123
-
124
C READ GEO METRIC DATA 125
C SYMMFTRY	 PARAMETF'P,	 NO,	 OF PAIRS OF CO . nRDINATES#
	
NOSE RADIUS. 126
r IF	 ISY=O	 AEROFOIL
	 IS-CA NRF R EO#	 IF	 ISY n 1	 AFPO ►nIL	 IS SYMMETR3:CAL, 127
126
7E	 RFAn(1,100)ISY,INT4,RH0 129
100	 FOR M AT(?T5,2F10e5) 130
WRITE(2,402)ISY,INT4,RHO 131_	
.,..




	 ( 1 Wt1l )	 PAIRS	 OF	 x	 AND	 Z 13S
136
I ^i1=(INT4.1)*IgY+1. 13.1
N2^(INT4 . 1)*Isv+tNT y 136
R EAD(1x510)(XAML^(R'?r2AHLD(N)rN^NirN21 139
5f0	 FnRMAT(PEih,8) 140
502	 FOR M A-T(PFIO,S) 141
f 142
C -READ
	 ISPr	 SIIRFACF	 PARAMETER 143
. r ISPo2	 IIPPFR	 SURFACE
	 CALCULATION 144
C ISPcO	 L n WFR`SURFACF	 CALCULATION 145
C , 146
RFAD(1 # 100)	 IS P 147
^RITEC?. rl f)l) 	 ISP 148
101
	
PO PI^AT( /* 	 TSPa*I?) 149
IF(I5P,E0.2)	 GO `TO	 107 150
00	 105	 Na irI N T 4 15!





GO	 TO	 I1 0 155
107	 DO







r CALLOLATE DISTANCES `AROUND SURFACE CORRESPONDING TO -DISTANCES 161
C ALOMr,	 CHORD
	 LINE, lb2
CALL	 GEOHTRY	 (ISY,RHO,CH) 163	 1
WRITE(2, 403)( NrXA( N),ZA(N)#STH(N),TH(N).F$TMiN)#FZTH(N)pnI S NI O N 2) 164
403	 FOR S^AT(1,H0,4WIHN,5X5HXACN),11X5HZA(N),tIX6HSTH(N)0I0XSHTH(N)'r 165
110X7HFSTH (N)#6X-7HF7TH(N)/ 166
2(1X,I 'S^hE16 . 61) 167
166
C RFAn	 T W Q OUTPUT` PARAMETERS' r	 NO *
	Of POINTS
	 IN OUTPUT LIST	 (IF	 IFPTP2)- 169
C
AND
	 OUTPUT	 INTERVAL	 IN X	 (IF	 IFPT44),, 170
C IFPT >e1. 	 FULL PRINT OUT EVERY STEP #
	I ►PT/2.	 FULL P/0 AT POINTS IN LIST# 171	 j
r IFPT	 3.	 FULL,	 P/L1	 AT VFLOCTTY DATA POINTSP IFP784 4 	FULLP/0 AT EVERY 172
C NTH	 STANDARD	 O/P	 STEP`,DX,





wRTTE(2#404)IFPT ► I N TI,NLISTrDX 176





IF(IFPT,NE,2)GO	 TO	 310 191
C READ LIST OF OUTPUT POINTS 182
READ	 (1,501)(OPX(N),Ns2,NLISTw1) 183
501 FQRMAT(8F'10,5) 184
WRITE(P,405)(DP%(N),NN2, NLI61P1) 185	 0
405 Fn9mATflH0,6HOPX(N)/(1H
	 ,S(F10 4 5 ► 2x1)) 186
310 CONTINUE 187
188
C R EAD SUA P TITLE 189
73 RFAD(1r151)C 190
04RITE(2,a?I)C 191	 ....'
421 FOR M ATCIH0 0 3HCm	 #A410) 192
193








CO g PaCOZ!( P SI) 202STNPOSIN(PSI) 203
204
C 'REAR MUMBF P OF VALUES OF REYWOLDS NUMBER AND nEFINITIDN PARAMETER 205
C IFRr1, RNwQL*SEC(P8I)/*10,	 'IF'R.2,	 RNoUL/ N U. 	1FRa3,	 RNXOL*Co9(PSI)/NU 206
207
READ(1r100)TNT R L,TFR 208
0EAD(1,501)(RNL(1)rlr.l,TNTRL_) 209
W RITF(2,407)'TNTRL,TFR 210
407`FOR M AT(1HO,6wlNTRLc,I? ► 2X,4HIFRap22) 211
NRTTE(2,409)(RNL(1),Ia1,I NTRL) 212
40A FOR MAT(1H0,6HRNLr13/(iH	 ,8CF1Q,1,2%)))' 213
214
C_READ VELOCIT Y DATA PARANFTER	 AND NO.	 OF PAIRS OF VALUESTO FOLLOW 215




98 RE,ADf l x100) LMTV, L 218
LP1 aL+1 219
READ(1,510) (,KVCT)#[)M(I),IM2,LP1): 220
IF(TSP,E0.2)	 GO	 TO	 t12 221	 j
DO	 1 0 8	 Tv2,LP1 222
103'xV(T)X "XVCI) 223	 =i
112 TCOU!kTw0
NRITE(2,409)INTVpL 225
409 FO RMAT(IH0 ► 5HI N TVn,I2,2X,2HLR ► I3)' 226	 i
LF(INCjQ.0)
	
PRINT 503 227	 a
5n3 FORMAT(/* FLOW 18 COMPRESSi'BLE AND THE FOLLOWING UM M IS THE MACH 228
I NO,	 DTSTRTSUTTO N NORMAL TO THE LEADING EDGE
	 (MEN)*) 229
WRITE (2, 4 10)(IvXV(1)#0(I)#I,N 2#01) 230
IF	 (INC,E0 0 1:)	 00	 TO 505 231
AMINFR•1,/AMINF3D 232
DO 504	 I 2 2PLP1 233
604 L1M(T)8UM(I)*AMINFR 234
505 CONTINUE 235












VELOCTS	 (T N TV,CO3P) 241
242
C READ VFLOCI-TY	 GRAOIE^jT	 AT	 ATTACHMENT LINE	 ANDo	 IF	 VGRAD )l	 0	 AND 243
C INT3 NOT	 2 0 ► DISTANCEFRO M LEADI NG EDGE TO ATTACHMENT LINE	 . 244
i IF	 (TNC,EQ, t)_Gn 
TO	 422 24S
'I	 C 246
C FLO w	TS	 Cn M P'RE9$IBLE•	 READ	 IN MGRADsDMF.N/OSCOMP, 	 THEN CO M PUTE ,VIA	 THE 247
C BTEWARTSON TRANSFORMATION THE TRANSFORMEO INCO MPRESSIl9LE VELOCITY 249
C GRADIENT,	 VGRAD,_	 WHERE 249
C VGRA Dot) (UPP IMF/ nN) /DS I M C 250
C XVGRAD/AMINE30*VSCDMP/DSINC*SEC(PSI) 2S1
C 2S2 	 ...
READ(1,5Ot)	 MGRAD ► XV(i) 253
IF(TS P jQ.2)	 GO TO 113 254
xv(i)=-xVcr) 255
11 3 w RTTE(2 ► 428)	 M GRAO 256
428 'FOR M AT(/*	 MGRAD e *E16,A) 257
RATIO n 1./(l,+AMFS31)*COSP ** 2) ?.58
l VGRADsMGRAO/AMINF3D*RATIO**GAN1/COSP 259
GO TO	 421 260
422"READ(1 ► 501)	 VGRAD,XV(1) 261
j 421	 *RITE(2,411)	 VGRAD ► XV(1) 262
411
	
FORM A T(tMO`.6HVGRADr,F1n,5,2X,bMXV(1) n ,Ei6.6) 263
IF(VGRAD.GT ,O.)	 GO	 TO
	 122 264
265
1 IF(ISY,FG.9.OR0TNT3.FQ.0)GO	 TO	 14 266
267





FOR M AT(iHO,bHALPHAs,FA.5,2X,3H8ts,F5.5,2X,3HS3• ► F!l.S) 271
` 4LFHAeALPHA/COSP 272




312 FORMAT(55HOVELOCITY GRADIENT MUOT BE SPFCIFIED WITH THIS GEOMETRY) 276
GO TO 21 277
27e
C COMPUTF	 VELOCITY	 GRADIENT	 AT'ATTACHMFNT LINE 279
13 CALL	 VGRADAT( ALPH A , RHO.6 1 , S3,VGRAD ► XV(1)) - 280
XV(1)PXV(1)*C H 281
282
C INTERPOLATE FROM TABLES TO FIND DISTANCES FROM ATTACH ME N T' LINE	 To 283
_C POINTS	 AT	 w HICH VELOCITY	 DATA 'IS GIVEN. 284





Sit	 FORMAT(/* NON•DI MENSInNAL' DISTANCE FROM LOWRR SURFACE TRAILING EDG 287	 !
If	 (IF UPPER SURFACE IS TO BE C4MPUTFD . ISPr2),	 OR FROM UPPER SURFAC 288
2E*/*	 TRAILING >EDGE	 (IF LOWER SURFACE
	
19 TO 8E COMPUTED ► I'PmO)_ TO 289
3ATTACHMENT LINE • BATT/CH •*Et6.8/)' 290
IF	 (I,NC,E0.1)	 GO	 TD -SOB 291
292
C FLnw	 IS COMPRESSTPLE.	 USE THE STEWARTSON TRANSFORMATIO N IN 293
C S /R	 SINCFRS	 TO TRANSFORM THE ACTUAL SURFACE nISTANCE,S,	 INTO AN 294




GO TO 507; 298	 1
.








} GO TO 509 301
C 302
C FROM SXVINC	 AND SXV(SXVINC)	 COMPUTE FSVSYNC	 FOR INTE RPOLATION 303`f	






















WR ITE(2 p oia) 314
41A FOR M ATf1H0,31HREYNOLDS NUMBER DFFTNED BY RN•	 ) 315
IF(TFR,Fp .1) W RITE( 2t41S) 316
_IF (IFR,E0F2) w RI`Tk(2F416) 317
TF(IFR,EG.3)wRITE(2s417) 318
6 15 FOR MAT(tH+ F SIXoi4HOL*SEC(PSI)/NU) 319
i 416	 FOR 4 AT (1H4,3iXFI0HQL /Nl 	) 320
417	 F0R MA T(1 H +F31XFi0H(3L*COi'0)SI)/NU! 321
91	 WRITE(2,92) VGRAO 3RP
q2 FORMAT(3 g HOVELOCITY GRAnIENT AT	 ATTACHMENT LINE•





C FR[TM THETA	 AND U(THETA)	 CO MPUTE FUTH FOR v ELOC'I T Y	 INTFRPOLATIONS, 328
CALL
	
CSG(THXVF UMFF tJTH.LFMSDTxVGRAD*COeP,t tt M(L)-U M (1. s 1))/(THXV(L) • 3291
-	 1THXV(L•1))) 330
C 331
r wRITE TABLE OF VELOCITY DATA 332
CALL	 XSCPPNT(INTV)
334
I NLISTNNLIST+i 335	 I
336
C CO MPILE LIST OF OUTPUT POINTS IF REQUIRED. 337
IF(IFPT.NE.1)CALL	 PLIST(IFPT F N LI'STfSXV,SXVINC,L P DS,TNT3,CH,XV(1)F 338i
l.UXF % ►^^C) 339
340
C IS *ING SHEARED 341
IF(PSI.LT.,00001)GO
	
TO	 26 342	 s
343
t 344
C GUESS	 AT VELOCITIES	 AT ATTACHMENT LINE 345
26 Anj 346	 a
DO 9' NR2#J 347
! UM1fN ) •(N•1) /A 348
! 9 CONTINUE 349	 a
3 350
#	 C CONSTANT 351
AON w 0.5/(DZ*DX) 352
353	 #












UM1t1)sUMG(1)^U M 2O)^VM2(l)^O. 361
WCONle(I,+AMfS3D*CDSP** ?_)^*(*,5)/(1.1A M F33D) 362
AM(l)•wwaLLtt)/SrRTCVf;aAO,^Cn g P)wWCONI 363
t1M2(Jt! )aVM2 (J+il^i, 364
', 36S












C LEADING EDGE CONTA M I N ATIO N TEST 376
377
r, RITE(2,104) 379
104	 FORMATCIHI/lxh5( 2H*.)// 64XbH0UTPU7 //IX6S(2H*•)) 379
CALL	 CONTAM( VCRAD, DTRIP , CH,COSP.STNPPTHETAI , RATTO) 380
CALL	 PRINT ( XV(l),O.,O,,VGRAD *COSP , J,DZ,T,NTI,1.0,,O,ANGLE2) 381
382
DO	 18	 Nat r,INTRI 383
KMIAX(N)80,0 384








INTHOLD n o 393







C ADVANCE STE P COUNT 401
' II,MRM+l 402 ?
LCRO 403
404
C CALCULATE LENGTH OF n{EXT STEP	 IN X-DIRECTION 405
406
10	 CALL	 SIPLNTH	 (8NF_)(T,S,INTi1OLDo"D8,DS1,DAZrNEXT ,NLTSTPLASTP 40T
ITFPTPLCPILP , UtUSTEP , bUD3.Xo8HP:ITC,ANGLE2#WF) 408
409
C IS COMPUTATION TO END 410
;. IF(LAST.EO,2)GO TO 234 411
41?
C DOES THIS STEP END AT	 A LISTED OUTPUT POINT 413
IF(ILP,NE,1)G0> TO	 49- 414
e► 1S
C STORE U(M • 2),	 U( Mo 1)	 AND V(M.l)	 PROFILES	 WHILE	 A STEP E NDING	 AT	 A 416
C LISTED	 OUTPUT POINT'; IS COMPUTED 417 1
DO 46 NatrJ 418
UM1N'(N)mUM1(N) 419
UM2H(N)NUM2 (N) u?u j
33 i
I









INDEPEWOE N T	 OF ^, 424
IJAVG>eWP *Uid)t(1.-WF) «ut1) 427
Gs 1vF**2/4.*(8N/(UAVG*DS1)«fU(2)-LJ(1))wl.) 428
CDNI = S ./4)Z«k2 429
{	 CON?m tl.-WF)/WF 430
CON3aSH/(nSl*UAVG) 431




C	 VARIABLES DEPENDENT ON N 437
{	 00	 3	 Nat,J 438
GlmG*(U M 2(N+i)-U M 2(N-1)) 439
ANON)%CON2«G*(N-1) *UM 22(N) 4140{	
WNOOPCnN6r^((2. *wFwl.) +U(2)+Zr/r (1, wWF) *U(S)) +CUM?(N)^UMt(N+1)) 441
1•t4*N.6),t(_),.WR)wDY/(2.*4F**,I *r,«(UM2(N)-4JM2(N^1)) 442
1F(^F.LT., S OSI W N(5(N}a.5 *wNUtN) 443
qNO(N) a.4^tWF*AO+ CON2*(N w1) *G *(lJM2(N+1)•UM2(Nw1)) 444




Dk0(N)>oCONS*(UtZ) w U( l)tt(2 ,* w t w t .)*( t, wWF )* ll ( p )+z^i(1^. W F) t*t*U(1 7 447
^	 1)+UM2(N)+U^'acN))*CON1«(1.•wF)+(UhQ(N+f).?.*UMp(N)tUM2(Nw!)) u4R
2C p N5ft y. i)+^UM2tk}*(U ►^2tN+1)^UM?tN . 1))+n u4Q
R00(N)sC0N4*UM2(N)+Z,*WF*CONS u50
1	 ODO(N)aCON4*VM2( k) *UMZ'(N)+(1.wwF)*CO N1 *(VM2(N+1)w?,*VM2(N)+VM2(N n 1 451
1))^CON'S+G*(kw1)*1JM2(N)*tVyc'( N+1)^VMt(Nwt)) 452
4S3
C	 EXTRAPOLATE	 TO ESTIMATE UM PROFILE 454	 I
IF( 1 ,GT.3)GO	 TO	 i° ass
UNG(N)xUM2(N) 456
GA TO 3 457
4Sl1




C	 COMPLETE THE SPECIFICATION OF SURFACE SUCTIO N OR	 INJECTTON VE40CITYr w . 463
4b4
IF(I8LC.E0,0)GO	 TO	 201 465
WCON2sSORT(I,+,5*( GAMM4 w 1.)*AME3D+tZ)/(t.+AMF83D)**1.5 466	 e
$HCOMPwWF*SCOMP+(1,. wF)*SCO`MP1- 4167
TFtSD$(MS)_.GT.SHCO M P)	 GO TO 200 468
MSsMS+'i	 - 464
ZOO	 wM(S)PwWALL(MS)*(SH/UAVGI** * S ► (WF*WCONP+(i, • WF)*WCO N i); u70
GO TO 202 471
Rot	 wm(1) n 0. 472
202 CONTINUE 473	 a474
C COMPUTE	 OM,
	








SKIN FRICTION nRAS,.RASEt) ON REYN01OS NUMBER DEFTNITION,IFR O 2 479






C CDFX • SKIN FRICTION nRAG COEFFICIENT 	 IN DIRECTION PERPFNDICULAR TO LE 483-
r 64SED ON CHORD MEASURED PERPENDICULAR Tn LE 084
C CnFXINF s TOTAL SKIN FRICTION DRAG COEFFICIENT IN FREESTREAM-DIRECTION 485
C BASED ON CHORD MEASURED PARALLEL TO FREFSTRFA M 486
487
IFCILP•EG,1)GO	 TO	 203 488
ICOUNTsICOUNT+i 489
DSCOMP n SC,O ^P-SCOMP1 490
CFX2^2,*Ut2)*(U(2)/CRNLCI)*9t2)))**.S*DUQ^ 491
CFY2n2,'*STNP*(U(2)/CRNLCI)*8(2)))**.5*DVDZ 492





` CnFXINFuCnFXINF+DCOFY*CDSP+,S*ATNP*DSCOMP*CC ► Y2+CfY1) 498
203 CON TINUE 499
50o
C HAS ITERATION CONVERGED S01
TF(IFCONsE@,l)GO	 TO 239 502
503
CHAS STEP LENGTH BEEN HALVED TWICE ALREADY 504
1F(LC.E0.2)GO	 TO	 23A 505
506
C HALVE STE P LENGTH AND TRY AGAIN 507
LCaLC+l SOS




C DETERMINE	 IF PRINT	 OUT	 IS TO RE COMPLETE#	 PARTIAL OR SKIPPEf) 514
239 CALL	 TFPRINT(IFPT # ILP.LASTrJACKPAT) S15
S16
IF(JACKPOT.EGO)GO TO 5 517
518





C w RITE ROUNDARY aLAVER CALCULATION RESULTS	 AS REQUIRED 522
CALL	 PRI N TCX,S(2).U(2)rnLlDSrJrD$.INTI,34CKPOT,P5I.LC,ANGLE2) 523
524
C(! CALCULATE OI MENSIONALISING FACTORS 525




C RE s LAMINARISATION TEST 629
IF(K M AX(I N TSL).GT. • 0.5)CALL RELAM(U,S,SINP*COSP,K M AX) 530
531
C IS PRINT+OUT COMPLETE 532,
IF(JACKPOT EQ.2)GO TO 5 S33
534






I	 C VISCOUS	 INSTABILITY TEST S39
50 CALL TRANS(S(Z),DUOS,THETAI,U(2),U(1),IST,JACKPOT) $40
35
ORIGINAL U^^ 3
0 ROF P 0 _^
Sul
C IS STEP JUST ENDED THE LAST	 ONE REWIIIRED 542
IF(LAST.E9.1)
	 GO TO 27 S43
544
c OnFS LAST STEP END AT A LISTED OUTPUT POTMT 545










GO	 TO	 11 $56
557
C REPLACE	 tl(Ma2)r	 U(11a1)	 AND	 V( m-t)	 PROFILES	 WITH THOSE STORED AT START 556
C OF LAST STEP S5q
07	 DO ,48	 Nu2pJ 560




GO	 TO	 it 565
566
27	 WRITE(2 ► 19) 567
19 FnRMAT(63HOLAMINAR F'LO N CALCULATED ToE N O OF DATA	 OR LAST POINTRE 561
1 QUESTEn) 5b4
GO TO 21 570
5 W RITEC2v20) 571
20 FORMAT(i1HOSEPARATION) 572573	
a
TREAD CUE TO READ MORE DATA OR TO FINISH S74
21	 READ(1,100)KUE STS
WRITE(2 1 413)KUE 576
413 FORMAT(1Htt4H RUEmpI7) 577	 -,
576
C 'S79
r PLpT°TntSTRUCTIONS FOR	 3t	 AND
	
Y	 SKIN FRICTION DISTRIBUTIO N S- S8A
C 581
NPTSRICOUNT 1582









XDVs0.$	 X T ICN-1. 99.0
Ynvoo.s	 YTICm m i. 591
ORGeeOs 592
CALL	 BSCALE( V CFX2tY P G ► N P Tff ► tlies-l ► ORG) 593
YSCALEmVCFY2( N P2)6VCFX2(NP2) 'S94
VCFX2(NPTS+i)RVCFY2(NPTS*1)sYORG
95VCFX2(NPTS#2)sVCFY2(NPTSt2)XYSCALE 396
HSCOMPCNPT9+1) N XORG 597
HSCOMP(NPTS+2)"X5CALE 99!!
GALL CALPLT(2,. ► 3. o e 3) 599





CALL NOTATE(-.5 ► 2.5,HGT,9H	 CFX*1000,90. 1 9) 602
CALL
	
NnTATE(-.75,2.5,HGT,9H	 CFY*1000, c?.,Q) 603






I.INE(HSrO M P,,VCFX2,NPT5,lr+1,3,.06) 606
"i CALL.
	 LI N E(HSCOMP,VrFY2,NPTS,1,+1.-4,.05) 6,07
. CALL.	 NOTATE(.5,YPG,HGT,27H5KIN 	 FRICTION	 D75•TRIHUTIONS, ► 0,,27) 608
HGL.,14 609
XPLTG,S+,5*HGL 610'
YPLTOYPG+,40 +,5 *HGL 611
CALL NOTATE(XPLT,YPLT,HGL,3,0,,•1) 612
CALL	 NOTATE( 1.0,YPG-.4Q,HGT,3HCFX/0,,3) 613
YPLT nYPG • .70+.5*(HGL-.0P) 614
CALL
	
NOTATE(XPLT,YPLT,HGL-,02,4.0., x 1) 615
CALL NOTATE(I,D,YPG*.70,HGT/3HCFY/D.,3) 616
P 5I0 n P SI*5T,295`77451 617
ENCODE(80,423,LAAFL(1)) 	 AMINF301PSID,RNL(1) ble







426 FORMAT(SMCDFXR,F7,5r5X,RHCOFXT NFRF7. g ,4RX) 622
CALL
	
NOT4TE( 4. ow 1. 25 ,HGT,LABEL(1),O, F SO) 62'5
_ CALF.
	
N O T ATF( O. ► a 1.50,HGT,LAR(1),O., 8 0) 624
LF(KUE.F(l.1)GO 	 TO	 24 625
IF(KUE,EQ.2)GO TO 74 626
IF(KUF.FQ.3)GO	 TO	 76 627
IF(XLJE,EQ,4)GO TO	 75 628
IF(KUE.EG,S)GO TO 73 62Q
IF (KOE,FN,6)GO TO	 98 630
CALL
	
CAI_PLT(0.,0. # Q 99) 631




	 SXV(1),SkVINC(I), UM(1) 635	 j
C(IMMON/C.O MPRE9/TNC,A M INF3Dr'AME3n,SINP, c n$P,GAMMA,GAMI,GAM2,GA M 3r 636	 J
1GAM4,AMF530P RATIO,5COMP.ZCO MP(170)PT(170),RHOD(170) 637
C 638
C USE STEWARTSnN TRANSFOR M ATION TO CONVERT SXv,THE PHYSICAL DISTANCE 639
C AROUND	 THE	 AIRFOIL AT WHICH MACH Nnn	 15 GI V EN,	 TO SXVI N C,	 AN 640
C FOUIVALENT INCOMPRESSIBLE COORDINATE 641
C 642
GM`1sGAMMAAI, 643
' DE NOMRAI,/(1, +AMFS30*COSP**2) 644
SYVINC(1) n 0, 645	 I
CONe(1.+AMF53D)**GAM1 646
FACINI	 +AMF93D 647
DO	 10	 N*2,J	 - 646
A ME3RN6AMINF3D**2rt(IJHCN)**2*FACI+SINP**T_)*DENOMR 649
AME3DN InAMINF3D**2*(UM(N • 1)**2*FACT*BIND**2)*DENOMR 650
AMENsl,#,5*GM1*AME3DN 651
AME N 1s1,+.5*GMl*AME3DN1 652	 j














DSCDSI1:AMEi**GA M S/C0N 659
nSCDSIR" nA4EJ**GA M 1/C n N 660









C CO M PUTES W,	 11	 AND V PROFILES. - 666
667
Cf1MNON/SUHWUV/JrTT,S,Tt)L.IfCON, p $,f)91,nZ.WR , AN,I,LMGH , AQ,CON3 , C-0N6r 669
1CO U7,G,AN(170),SRO(170),MN(170),E1NO(170) ► HND(170).CN(170),DDOC170) 669
2,t)N(17Q),RA1,nNCl(170).f^Nf1(17(1)^Uh s 1 (170),UMG ( 170)rWM (1T0)^WM1{17Q), E+70
3R NO(i70),U(4).ANQ(170) 671
CnomnN/REStJLTS/WM? (170).UM2(170),V M 2(170)#DFLTAI,THFTAi# NCpDUDZ 672
i;nVnZ 673
CQ M kOti/ Ct]MPRFS/INC,A qTNF3D,AMF; p .3INP,Cn3P,GAMMA,RAHI.GAM2,GAM3r 674
1,GA M 4,A MF831,R AT TO,SCOMP	 ZCO MP(170),T(17n).RHOnCiTM) 675
nI M ENSION	 UP(i7Q),r(i70: 676
677
tinn ^ 679670
C EVALUATION OF W 690
681.
11	 q 0 	 2 N n 2rJ 692
iF(M	 N E.i)G0	 TO	 1 663
r,	 W	 AT	 ,ATTACHMIE14T
	 LI N E 684
WM(N) •WM ( N g l)^0.5* p Z*(U^11(N)+UMx(N•1)) 6RS
Gn TO Z 666
687
C	 W	 AT	 X( M. l/2) 688
1-F A CT mo P'F*CnN6*(2,*U(2)+(1,'Z.*WF)/WF*O(1))*(UMG(N)+UMG(N . 1)) 689
1 • (4*N.6)*,5*07/WF**2*(U M G(N) • U M G(N o 1))*C 690
IF(WF.LT,,501)
	
GO	 TO _50 691
WMC N) n fr M (N'a l) • (1..WF)/WF*( WM I(N)oWM1(N o 1))+WNM(N)+F A CT 692
Gq TO 2 693
50	 W M (N)sWM(N p l)+WNO(N)+.9*FACT 694
2 CONTINUE 695
696
C EVALUATION OF UM,N 697
698	 100	 4 _N n a,J 699
1R(M;NE,1)Go TO 3 loo
701
AN ( hl ) n o.SfiWM(N)/DZ+2*A0 -702
8N(N) n UM1('N) . 4*Ap 703
CN(N)o•AN(M)+4*AO 704
DN(N)kl 705
GO TO 4 706
707
3	 IF(WF,LT,,501)	 GO	 TO 'S1 7`02
AN(N) n 2,*WF*AO+.S*WF/nZ*(WF e^, wM( N')+(1,-WF)*WM1(N))+CN-i)*G*UMG( N ) -709	 1
1+ANO(N) 710,
'	 nN U^)aDNO(N)tCON3*U(1)*(1, • WF)*(4;*WF•1,)'*UM2(N)*UMG(N) m ,5/DZ*(1, n 711
I w F)*(U M 2(N+1) s UM2(N . 1y)*(WF*WMCrl)+(Io=WF)*WM1(N)) 712
GO TO S2 713






1)N(N)aDNO (N) +.5*CON3* iJ(I)* U M 2(N) *UMG( N) •,25/Dt*(UM2(N+I) WUM2( N -1)) 715
l *W m (N) 716
52 RN(N)ACD Nl 5*(2.* WF**2*U(2)+WF*(1.`2.*WF)*U W) *UMG(N)+SNO(N) 717
CN(N)x.AN(N) +4.*oiF*4`4 718
FACT soCAN3*WF*(3,.4 * *WF)*IJ(2)*UMZ(N)*U M G(N) 719
TF(WF.LT,.75)	 GO	 TO	 4 720
DN(N)ODN(N)+FACT 721
u
	 CON TTNL I F 722
723
LiP(J)o9N(J) 724
DO 5 K=3oJ 725
NsJPK+3 726	 ..
U P (N. 1) sRN(N^.1)^AN(^,.1)*CN(h!)1UP(N1 727
5 CANTINUF 728
729
Y(J)cDN(J) p AN(J) 730
DO 6 Km3pJ 731
NaJ.K+3 732
Y(N+1)*DN (N.1).AN( N ®1) *Y(N) /UP(N) 733
6	 CON TINIJE 7311
735
U M G(2)xY(21/UP(2) 736








TF ( N O L t,3)	 00	 Tn 22 743
7144
IF(TOL.GT .AHS(IJMGH • U M G(2))/DZ)Gn	 TO `8 745




C STORE U NFAREST SURFACF FOR CONVEHGINCE CHECK 749
22	 I,, MGHeUMG(2) 750
I F ( M . N E.1)GO TO	 11 751	 J
752
DO	 37 _NO2 * J 753	 j
U M 1 (N)MUMG(N) 754
37 CONTINUE 755
GO TO 11 756
757
C ITERATION HAS NOT CO NVERGED 7$8	 x
12	 If` CONm2 759
_RETURN 760	 T
761
C ITERATION HAS CO N VERGED 762
A	 IFCONNI 763
764
C EVALIJATInN OF	 VM,N 765	 1
7b6
DO	 16 N82,J 767	 1768
IF (M,GT.1)GO	 TO	 21 769
RNO(y)e^4*O 770
OND(N)mp 771






YIF(WF.LT..50t)	 GO	 TO	 53 775
FACTn.S/DZZ*(1.-WF) *( W F * WM ( Al ) +(1.-WF)* WM i( N )) 776
GO	 TO 54 777
53	 FACTs.25/t)Z*wM(N) 778
Sm	 DNO(N) uD[)O( H)+CON7*WF*VM2(N)*UMf;(N)o(VMZ(N +1)-VM2(N+1)) *CFACT+C1,- 779
1- NF)/WF*(N-1)*G*U M Gt N )) 780
781-
16	 CO ITT INU 7b2
783
UP(J)vBK0(J) 784
DO	 17	 K23, J " 785
NmJmK+3 786
UPi .4 . i) WRND('"-t)-A kl ( M. 1)*C N'( N )/t I P( N) 787
17	 CON TINUE 788
789
Y(J) n DND(J)- AN(J) 790
DO	 18	 Kn3#J 791
N*J.K +3 792




DO	 19 Nc3,J 797
VM2(	 )m(Y(N)• CN(N) *V42(N-i))/UP(N) 798
14 CONTINUE_ 799
eon
00 23 NoirJ 801
C STORE - W- PROFILE,. FOR	 P OSSIBLE PRINTING OUT, 902
W M PfN)sWM(^;1 A03
C U PROFILE	 AT END OF STEP RFCOMES PROFILE 	 AT START OF NEXT STEP, 804
UN1(N)NUM20) 805




r. COMPOTE TEMPERATURE WTOf	 T(N)sT/TINF
	
AND	 DENSITY RATIO, 810
C RHOD(N)%RHO/RHOINF,
	
AND THE COMPRESSIBLE	 (ACTUAL) NORMAL 811 1
C COORDINATEr	 ZCOMP(N)NZ/C Al2
r 813
















IF _( N ,SQ,t)	 GO TO	 26-; 830
ZCOMP(N)•ZION*,S*(T(N)+TCN-1))*DZ+ZCOMP( Ne lI 831
26 CONTINUR 832
- A33








40	 NtNN +1 839
DELTAI nDELTAt*(f • (IH2( N ))*(3+15) 84n
THETAf.=THETAI+(4IM P(tl)*(1-UH2(N))*(3+15)) 941
IBs.r' 842
TF( UH2(N) .GE,f.0 • T0L*OZ)G(l	 TO	 41 843
IFCN.LT.J +1)GO 	 TO	 40 8914
"I	 nFLTAI nnEI.TAi*DZ/3.0 845
THFTASRTHETA1 *DZ/3,0 846
7EDGE n F L0AT(N . 1)*ni 847
i	 pELTAINZCOMP ( N)vnELC(INr(ZFDGE-PDELTAf) A48
THETA I iRnELCOf4 *THFTAI 84Q
P50
C	 ESTIMATE	 (DU/DZ)	 ANn	 (OV/ DZ)
	 AT	 Z.O. 851
DURZIZ. * UM 2(2)^0 . 5*UM2(3)) / ^Z*Crt:ONX 852








C T RANSFOR M S	 X	 TO	 THETA 861
862
ARG^2:*AE^S(X1^1, 863
IF(ARG, LE.1, 0)	 GO	 TO	 2 864
sRITE(2,S)	 XvARG 865
3 FnRMAT (///* ERROR NO,	 2 OETECTEn BY	 ACOSIN IN FUNCTIO N THX+/ B66
T*	 Xr*ElA.By'*	 ARGr*,E4b.8//) A67




IF(X,0.0.`)Gn TO	 i 870






C TRANSFORMS THETA TO X 877
97K
XTHro,5*(1+C0S(THFTA)) 879















C GENERATES SECOND nERIVATIVFS FOR USF
	 IN COT
	















E( N O P ) 2 2*( X ( N OP)- X (NOP+1)) 903
F(NOP)2•6*tY(NOP) wy (NnP • 1))/(X(NOP).X(NOP•1))+6*F) gob
905






F( N 2)PF(N2) /E(N2), 912
On 9 N38N1,N2 913
F(Nwl)aF(NM1)/F(N • 1) • G(N)*F(N)_ 915
9 CONTINUE 916
RE TURN 917	 3
FWD 418 7
919
5UAROL I T•INE 	 CST(X•Y,F,NOP,XI_,YT,YX)
9201
C CUF)I_CSPLINE	 INTERPOLATION 922
423
DIMENSION	 X(1) ► Y(1),F(l) 924	 9
925
DO	 12 Nc2 # N0P 926
IF(X(N) . XT)12,ic,i3 927




BioO,S*F(N)*(XI • X(N.i))*(XI • XtN	 I))/(X(N)•X(N•i)) 933
C1s^Y(Nrl.)/(X( N5•X(N. !!!•FfN•1)*(X(N)•%(N•1))/b 934
d1^YfN)/(X(N)•X(N•1))^F(N)*{%tN}•XtN+I))/b 939
YI•(al*(X(N)•Xi)*81*(XI-X(N-1)))I3+Ci*(X(N)PXI)+Di*(%IwX(N•1)) 936







SL I RROLITI N F	 CON7AM(VGRAD#nTRTPrCHrCOSP,SLNPrTHE T A1rRATIO) 941
942






iA FORMAT(1Xr3 g H**•	 LEADING+EDGE CO NITA r IMATInN	 TEST	 **«) 948
949'	 g





	SCALE RFYNnLDS N UM BER TO STANDARD FnRM, 953


















E GO	 TO 	 1 910
971
16 WRITE(2e17) 972	 l





10- FORMAT(18H_REY NOLDS NUMBERN	 rF10,C) 979
it FORMAT(1H+,32Xa7HRTHETAwpF8,1) 980
12 FORMAT(1H+p67X,34HN0	 TURBULENT	 CONTAMINATION	 AT'A,L;)_ 981
13 PORMAT(IH+,S1X#bHDCR-jTmrF6,4) 982	 1
14:FORMAT(lH +r67)(p31HTUR8ULENT CONTAMINATIO N AT	 A,LA) 983
15 FORMAT(SH+,67X,36HTURRULENT CONTAMINATION 	 AT TRIP WIRE) 98417 FORMAT(iH+,a7Xp40HTUR8ULENT CONTAMINATION POSSIBLE AT	 A,L,)
END 986
967
8U8R0 t:I TINE	 CRSSFLW	 (J,O2,U) 
989
C CALCULATE$ CROSS-FLOW AND- 9TREAM.FLOW PROFILES AND THICKNESSES, 990
991
























s	9foldaI' 1 1NT°(Ui)1Nd/1631/wUwWUO t£OS



















w 1tiN3NUdWUJ ALIDUIiA MOIANGS085J
LSOT((i•N)dwuaZ•(N)dWOaZ)*!Ci•N)AS+(N)n6)*5°+lUealuS
9101'1*9 30 3003 17 MU7d dU NOI173810 N1	891 INNaIH1 lN3WADV IdUIUJ
SSOSCA5/tdNIS*HlNIS* C!v) 2HA+(OI IVd) laOB/!!*M1503* (N) 2^+fl) b (N) ni3













1001.10 3903 If MU`
 A N32M138 310Nv	SI	V13H1 383HM	CV13H13NI6 310031VUU
0001
666tC*"^dN1S+0IlvbP2*+fl) ltiF^SkCAS







4, WRITE(ZoS)RNL( N ),D,01,DRo CFX2,CFY3,CDFX.CnFXTNF
	
1r,55
5 F0P M AT(1,X,17HREY^1nLD$ NUMBER$ ,F10,0r2X.23H(DIMEN8IONAL Z)/CHORD2) 	 1056
-	 1,FF1.6,2H)Z,2x,10HDELTAi/CR ,F8.6,2X,1nHTHFTAI/Cm ,FB,6/ 	 1051






SUBROUTINE GEOMTPY	 (I,RHOrCH) 1064
10 65
C GIVEN AEROFOIL CO*ORDINATES 	 X	 AND to	 TRANSFORMS X TO THETA,	 COMPUTE$` 306b
C DISTV ! CFS	 AROUND SURFACE S(X), 	 NOSE RADIUS ANN) SECOND DER`VATIVES OF 1067-
C $(THETA)	 FOR	 USE	 IN CUHTC	 SPLINE	 INTERPOL . A;TIGNs. 1068
1069
C O MM0N/GEO M /XA ( 3h5)pZA ( 3b5) 1070
COMMON /SFX/STH(365),TH(365),FSTH(365),INT4,FZTH(365I 1071





C T8 4E R OFOIL CA MBE R ED 1077
IF(I,f0.0)	 GO	 TO	 102 _1078
1079
r $FT UP LO W ER SURFACE CO-ORDINATES FOR SYMMETRICAL AEROFOIL 1080
00	 103	 NwjpINT4 M1 lost
XA (N)A • xA (`2*I,NT<1•+^) 1082
ZA (N)>RaA ( Z*IN7ueN) 1 Q83
103 CONTINUE 1084
1085
C TRANSFORM X TO THE T A 1086	 j
102	 NL%(INTu.1)*(I+1) 1087
Or,	 105 .Ns2,NL 1088




I TN(1)'0.` 10 91
IF(I.EG,D)GO	 TO	 1 1092
1093
TH(INT4)tPI 1094
INT4R(It1)*INT4 • I toys













IF(RHO,GT,O.)	 GO	 TO	 1,08 1107
1106
C COMPUTE NOSE RADIUS IF NOT SPECIFIED 1109









ARC LENGTH STH(N)	 TO EACH
	
XA(N),24(N)	 AIRFOTL POI N T. 1114
r. STH(N)	 IS MFASURFn FROM LOWER SURFACE TRAILING EDGE TO UPPER 1115
r SURFACE TRAILING EDGE AND
	
IS APPROXI M ATED AS THE CHORDAL 1116





r DO	 111	 Nx2?TNT4 ltzf
111 11Z2	 ••
112;
C COMPUTE	 T N TERPOLATING FUNCTIO N S FOR S(THETA)	 AT	 THETA(X) 1124








IFPRT^ T (IFPTo7LP,LAST,JACKPOT)	 - 1130
1131
C DFTFQMINFS PRI NT	 OUT RFQWIREO 1932'




C HAS NON-CONVFRGE N C'E O CCURRED 1136
IF(LAST * EO,2)GO TO 2 1137>
1138 
;C HAS LAST POINT RFDUESTFD REED COMPUTED 1139
IF(LAST,ED,I)JACKPOTRI 1140
114-1
C IS FULL OUTPUT 'PEOUTREO	 kT	 F'VERY	 POTNT OR	 AT ,THIS PARTICULAR	 POINT 1142
iFtIFFT,EQ,1,OR,(IFPT.EO,E.AND,ILP.EG.1))JACKPOTo1 1143
1144
r Ib FULL 	 OUTPUT	 REQ11TRFD	 AT LISTED POINTS	 AND THTS	 IS	 NOT	 ONE OF	 THEM 1145
IF(IF P T.EO. 2:ANO.ILP.E(a,0)JACKPnT83 1146	 iY ET('R N 1147
114 5	 's
C W AS $ECW1 PART Or PRINTOUT SKIPPED AT EIND OF LAST SUCCESSFUL STEP 1149










IN8TA p (C()$PaS ► UrCH,RATIO, AME3 0 # AKINF' 3D) 1155
1159
C EVALUATES THE CROS5-FLOW REYNOLDS NUMBER. CHI. SLbO
11bi
COMMON/TE8T/RNL(10)pTNT R L ► IFR 11b2




r CALCULATE CHI/S0RT (RFYNnL0$ NUMBER) 1165
r C CROSS ,FLOW REYNOLDS NO,	 IS BASED ON THE MYNTMUM KINEMATLC	 VISCOSITY 1166





FACTRI. / RATIO ** 1,5 1ib8




WRITE ( 293) 1172
3 FOR M ATCIX,30H***	 SHEEP	 INSTABILITY TEST 1173
1^7y
D0	 i	 Ms! r INTRL 1175	
.,.
1176
z C SCALF. REYNOLDS	 NOMRER
	
TO STANnARn FORM, 1177
t IF(IFR,EW,1)RNaRNL(N) 1178
TF(IF p EfJ^2)RNsRNL(N)/C4SP 1179
IF(IFR,EQ.3 )RN c QNL( N ) /COSP**2 1180
llsl
i CHLaCORR *80RT(R1,1) 1182
WRITF (P,4)RNL(, nT)
 ► CHI 1183









SURROUTT ME	 P LT ST (TFPT, NLIS T oS XV ,SXVINC,L,nS , TNT3 , CH,XATT,Dk , INC) 1189
1190
C PPEPARE LIST OF POI N TS WHERE FULL OUTPUT 	 I8 REOUIRED 1`191	 a
1192	
1COMMON/0PLIST/OPX(200)90P8(?00) 1143	 T
DI M ENSION	 S XV (1),DUMP(365),X(2),3(2),SXVTNC(1') 1194
1195
IF(TF P T-3)3 0 1,303j304 ,1196
301 CALL- STHFP M X	 (NLTST ,OPX,OPS9DUMP , D,INT3,CH , XATT,H) 1197
DO ,310	 Nw2,NLIST 1198
OPS(N • i. )`OPS(N) 1199
310 ,CONTINUE 1200
GO TO 305 1201
1202
303 NLISTsL-1 1203	 I
DO	 306	 Ns 1rNLIST 1204
OPS(N)sSXVINC(Nt1) 120"5
306 CONTINUO 1206




	 TO	 309 1210	 a^
309 X(2)aN*DX 1311	 1
CALL
	
STHFRMX	 (2	 X,S,DUMP,D,INT3,CH,XATT,9) 1212
OPS (N) sS(2) 1213
E' IF(OPS(N).GT,SXV(L))GO	 TO 307 1214
NLISTaN IBIS
NaNti 1216	 1
GO TO 309 1217
E 30S DO	 311	 Ns 1rL 1218
f OP8 WwFLnAT(N)«D% 1219
r TFCOPS(N),GT,SXVTNC(L'))
	
GO	 TO	 307 1220








PRINT(XIS,U,DII,J,DZ,TNTI ► JACXPOT,PSI ► LC,ANGLE2) 1229
1229	 }'
CO MP-ON/REST` I LTS/ w M?(17O)oLlO?t170),VM2(1J0),DELTAi,THETAI ► NO,DUDZ 1230	 ++
1,DVDZ 1231
COMMON/CROSSV/SV (170) , CV (170) P BDT. CDT. CVM 1232
Cn M MO N/CO MPRES/TP'C,A M TNF3D,AMF3DoSTNP,CO$P,GAMMA,GAMI,GAM2,-GAH3, 1233
1 1GAMU,AMFS3D, RATIO, SCOMP`,ZCOMP(170),T(170),RHOD(170) 1234
nT M ENI STON	 XPRINT(10) 1235
DATA	 XPRINt/, 1 ► . 2r .3 ► .U,.5 ► .6,.7,.er.9,.g9/ 1236




XoSeSCO M PPL1aA ME3U,DU,NO 1239
It FORMAT(1Hn,3HYM	 ,F9.6,4x,3HS n ,F9,6,4X,7H8COMPm 	 ,F9.b#4X # 3HU n 1244
1F9,6vUX7HAME3D*





20 FORNAT(tHA, 40H$TEP•LENGTH HAL VED AFTER NRNoCONVERGENCF) -1246
PITT(2,:12)DELTAI ► THETAI,DUnZ ► DVDZ,ANM 1247
12 F0RMAT(1X	 HHDELTAIo	 F8,4pAXp8HTHETAlw	 ,F8vUvAX # I?H(O0/DZ)Z m 0-a, 1249
1F6,U,2X12H(DV/0Z)Zw0
	 ®E10.3,2XiAHAIRFOIL	 BLOPEnE10.3) 1249
IF(JACKPOT.E0,31	 GO	 Tn	 9 1250	 j
C 1251
C	 TF M PORARY FIX ON PRINT OF VELOCITY PROFILES AT EVERY IOPC CHORD 1252
C 1253
TF(S.LT.1.E-09)	 GO	 TO	 7 1252
-C 1255
IF(X,LT..s0 n 5)	 Kul 1256	 a
TF(X,GT,XPRINT(K))
	 GO	 TO 7 1257
GO TO s 1259
1299
7 IF(PS `I.LT, 0 0001)	 GO	 TO	 13 1260
^:RITE(2,15)SDT 1261
15 F'ORMAT(1HOr36HSTREAM 	 FLOW DISPLACEMENT
	
THICKNESS•	 ,F10,6) 1262
WRITE(2 ► 16)CDT 1263
16 FORMAT( iH 0,35HCROSS FLO W DISPLACEMENT THICKNESlS n',F10.6) 1264
WRITE(2,1Q)CVM 1265
19 FORMAT(1HDr26HMAX,	 CROSS . FLO^'	 VELOCITY*	 #F10,6) 1266
13 ` P"RTTE(2a 10) 1,267




DO	 2	 Ne1,J 1272
TF(N,E(J.1.OR.N.EQ.2)
	
GO	 TO	 3 1273
IF(TNTI.GT.2.AND.N.LF`.INT1)GO TO	 3 1214
IF(N,E0.N1	 0R.N.EQ.J)GO	 TO -3 1275





iIF(PSI ,LT „ 0001)GO	 TO I 1279
WRITE ( 2p6)ZpZCOMP ( N ),WM2(M)pUM2(N)rVM2(N)p$V(N) # CV(N).TtPt)rRHOD(N) 1280
GO TO 5 spot
1 W RITE(?. 9 ) ZPZCO MP( N), N M2 ( Ni ),U M2(N),VM2(N),T(N)rRHOD(N) 1282
6 FOR M AT(9tF10,h,2X))_ 1283
9 FOR M AT($(F10.6,2X)s24Xp2(F10,6,?X)) 1284
5 IF(N,EQ,Ni) m lchl+INT1 1285
2 CONTINUE 1286
IFCS,LT.l.E 4 08)







SUBROUTINE RELAM(U,8,9I NP,COSP,0AX) 1293
1294
C	 EVALUATES	 THE RE -LAMINARISATTO N PARAMETER,
	 K , 1295
C	 CHAS NOT	 REF" I M ODIFIED FOR COMPRFSSISYLTTY) 1296
C 1297
1298
nT 4ENSIo:,I	 UC4),5(2).A(2) 1299






4	 FOFMAT(1Ke30H***	 RE'LA M I N ARISATION CHECK r**} 1304
1305-






RC g SPKs u R { A(2) e A(1))*I9U/(D$rr(A(2)+A(1))**3)` 1312
1313	 i
DO	 2	 Na1rINTR1 1.314




IF'(CAY , GT,KMAX ( N))KMAX ( N)wCAY 1319
1320
wRITF(2r3)RNL(N),CAYpWMAX(N) 1321




C	 IF K,LT.1/2 K(MAX)	 SET PARAMETER	 TO AVOID COMPUTING K. DOWNSTREAM`, 1326












C CALCULATES LENGTH OF NEXT STEP. 1335
1336
C nOMON/XSANDU/U M (365).THXV(365).FUTH(365).XV(36S)rCPUH(365)r 1337
i$ X VG365)PS WV INC(365),FSVSI NC(365).L P SATT.TNT3,CH,IlP 1338
CO^^^OD/nPLYSTI gPX(?00].DP3(200) 1339
r O M Mn ^a 1CO M PRE9/I R C,A M if4F3n,A ME3D,6I NP,CnSPoGAMMA,GA M l,GAN"c.GA M 3, 1340




LI N !° ARar1 13115
1.346
C KAS LAST STEP SUCCESSFUL 1347
IF(LCEG,o)GO	 TO 9 1348
1349
r HALV E STFP LEN01H AFTFR NON «CONVERGENCE 1350
1	 IF(D51,GT4 9 01*DS)GO	 TO	 11 1351
C 81EP LENGTH LESS	 TH AN MINIMUM PERHITTEO a
 END CALCULATTON, 1352
tAST n 2 1353









	 GO TO 1360
' 8(?3=SNFXT 1.361
D&1s9(2) m6{!) 1362'
3NEXT 6w 1.0 1363
GO TO 4 1,364
1365
2	 IF(TNYHOLO,Ef1,0)GO	 To	 33 1366	 i
-L VALUE OF NEXT POINT HAS SFEN HELD WHILE ,A LISTED OUTPUT POINT WAS 1367
C COM P UTFn, 1368
D81pDsH 1369
C STFP LENGTH' 18
	 HELD	 AT OSH FOR	 INTHOLD STEPS, 1370
INTHQLDmTN7HOLD A 1_ 1371
GO TO 7 _1372	
11373
C STANDARD STEP LENGTH, 1374
33 DSIMDB 1375
r: CHECK RATIO	 (PROPOSED LENGTH OF NEXT STEPlYCLENGTH OF LAST STEP) 1376
4	 Ir(DS1,LT	 1.2*DSZ)GO TO	 7 1377
1378	 i
C KFEP STEPLENGTH CONSTANT OVER A NUMBER OF STEPS DEPENDING ON ABOVE, 1319
I N T HOLD m INT(5*081/DSZ)-5 1.380
IF(INTH6Lo,GT.5),INTHOLDe+S 1381
1382
C LI M I T 	LENGTH OF NEXT STEP T6 TWICE LASS 	 STEP. 1383
. IF(INTH0LDmEQo5)-O81m3*DSZ 1384
DSHw081 1365
INTHOLDoINTHOLD p l 1386V 1387
C PROPOSED VALUE AT END OF ,NEXT STEP, 1388
7	 S(2)AS(1)+DS1 1369
IF(TFPT.EQ.i)	 GO' TO	 10 1390
C IS PROPOSED VALUE OF X LESS THAN THAT	 OF NEXT LISTED- OUTP117
.
 POI N T 1391
IF(8(2 ).LT.OPS(Nt9T))
	






r R EPLACE PROPOSED VALUE W ITH THAT OF NEXT LISTED OUTPUT POINT 1394
S(2)mOP8(NEXT) 1395
x 1395
C IS THIS	 THE LAST POINT	 IN OUTPUT LIST 1397
. IF(NEXT+I,EQ,NLTST)LASTw1 1398
1399







C TS PROPOSED VALUE OF X LESS THAN THAT OF LA147 VELOCITY nATA POINT 1408
10	 IF	 (S(2),LT. SXVTNC(L)•,0001*G')	 GO	 TO	 44 1406
1407




f,' t,1 Q9 r ( U M (L)-U M (L-1))/fSXVINC(L).SXVINC(L•1-)) 1412
LASTst 1413




GO	 TO 46 1416
SCOMPOS(Z) 1417
G4	 Tel	 47 tuts'
C
14IQ
r, INTERPOLATE SXV(SXVI NC) 	 TO FIND LOCATION	 IN PHYSICAL
	
PLANE,	 SCOMP, 1420
c roRRE5PitND7'gG In LOCATION	 TN TRANSFORMED,	 TNrOMPRESSTBLE PLANE, 1421
C S(2) 1422
C' 1,423
4 6 CALL C87(SXVI N C,SXV,FSVSLNC,LPS(2),SCOKP,ROT) 1424
[ 1425
C FIND VELOCITY AT ENO OF PROPOSEn STEP 1426
47 CALL X NnF RM S( SCO MP, U( 2)r n,UDS, X,TTC,ILP,ANGLE2,LINEAR,THETAS) 1427
1426
r r)111 NAM-CONVERCENCF
	 OCC1JR	 IN	 SUH•ROUTINE XNnF RM S 1.429




r CHECK THAT USTEP 18 NOT EXCEEDED AND REDUCE STEPLENGTH IF NECESSARY, 1434
1435	 1




C ITERATION In FI N D	 S FOR	 (U(I)+USTEP) 1440
INTLInD 1441	 1
Sf8)St?)-(15lrre .UgTEP/fU(Z) •U(!))) 1442
IF(INC,EQ.0)	 GO	 TO 46 1443	 a
SCOMPNS(2) 1444






X NDFR M S(SCOMP, 11 (2),DUDS,X,TTC,TLP,ANGLE2,LINEARoTHETAS) 1447
IF(ITC,EU,20)GO; TO	 15 1448
I F (ASS(U(2) • U(t)-USTEP).LT„ O1*USTEP)GO TO 	 111 1449
INTU s TNTU+1 1450
IF(TNTU,EQ,2S)
	
GO	 TO	 24 lust
S(2)09(2)o(U(2)-IJ(i) • 1STEP)/DUDS t4S2
51	 1
Ii
IF0f-JC.EGe0)	 GO	 TO	 AS 1453
SCO M PsS(Z) 1454
GO	 TO	 12 14551456.
15	 wRLTEC?_,26) 1457
26 FOR M AT(iH0,41HNON •CONVERGENCE
	
IN	 X	 AN() L) FROM 8 ROUTINE) 1458
GO	 TO	 120 1459
1460
24	 IF(ABS(U(2)-U(i)).r,T.IfSTEP) 	 W RITE00) 1461
3 FOR M ATCiHO,*	 I N C R E M F., N T	 I N LI HAS	 EXCFEDEn	 SET LIMIT*) 1462
1463
C EITHER NON CONVERGENCE HAS OCCURRED IN FINDING THETAS FOR A GIVEN 1464
r SCAMP	 IN S/R XNDFRMS OR NON • CON V ERGENCE HAS OCCURRED IN FINDING U(2) 1465
r THAT	 SATISFIES	 THE USTEP CRITERIO N .	 SIT IlMo l l(1)	 + USTEP	 AND USE 1466
C LI N E A R	 INTERPOLATION	 TO	 F'INM	 S(2), 1467
1468
120	 LINF A R 2 1 1469
U(2)mU(1)+USTEP 1470
DO 60 NR9.L 1471
IF(`U(Z),LTeUM(N))GO
	 TO	 65 1472
IF(SXVINC(N),GT,.S)GO 	 TO	 63 1473
60	 CONTINUE 1474
61 PRINT 66 1475
66 FORMAT(/* LEADING OFDGE LINEAR	 INTERPOLATION OF U(2)	 VS,	 8(2) TO 14T6
iFIND S(21	 FOR	 A GIVEN U(2)	 RESULTS	 IN S(Z)
	
GREATFP THAN	 ,50 1477
STO P- A6A6 1478
65	 FACT n 	 (U(P)-UM(N•1))/(UM(N).UM(N•1)9 1479
5(2)USXVINIC(N . 1)+(SXVINC(N) o $XVINC(N n 1),)*FACT i480
THET4StTHXV( Nw1)+(THXVC Cl ) .THXV(N-1))*FACT 1481 =;
nlJf)S=(U(Z)-U(1)1/(st2).s(i)) 1482
IF(I N C,FO,R)GO,TO	 t10 1483
SCOM piS(2) 1494 {{9GO	 TO	 112 148S
tin	 CALL	 CSI(SXVI N C ► SXV,FOVSINC ► Le8(2) ► SCDMP,ROT) 1496
112 CALL
	
XNDFRMSCBCOmP ► (J(P)ODIJD8 ► X,	 TC,TLP
	 A NOLE2,LINEA'R,THETAS) 1187
11t	 LAST•o 1488
1.489
r LENGTH OF NEXT STEP, 1490
19	 DSlv$(2) a 5(1) 1491
r 3 LOCATION OF NEXT STEP 1492










AT POINTS X(N)	 FOR NAIW J AND D8/DTHE7A AT X(1) 1500
C WHERE S Ib MEASURED FROM THE	 ATTACHMENT LTHC• 1501
ISO?
1503
CO M MON/SFX/STH(365) ► TH(365),FBTH(365),INT4 # FZTH(365) 1904
DIMENSION
	
X(t),S(I),THX V (i) 1S`OS
1S06
X C 1)•XATT 1507









TF(M.GT,1)GO	 TO	 3 1514
DSOTRDSOTH 1315
GO TO	 1 1516
1517a 2	 S(N)*X(N)/CH 1516
GO	 TO	 1 1519
1520







F N D 1529
I 1529
SURROLITINIF
	 TRANS CSC, USS M , THETA I,LITWOODNE,IST,JACKPOT) 1530
1531




! COMMON/SURTRAN 	 / RnS(17) ► A M (17)rGRAN(13).A M T(13) 1536
rnMU ON/CQM P RES/IN , C,AMINF30,AME3n,SINP,Cn9P,GAMM ► ,GAMI,GAM2,GAM3, IS37






Bn(1,/RATIQ)**GA M I*SORT(1.+AMFSSD*COBP M*2)/(S.+AMR830*UTWO**2)**1, 4,3414
is 1545
TF("IST,NE,1)	 GO	 TO	 2 1546
1
1547




00 U Nul,INTRL 1552
L SCTR(N)*.0_.0 1553
SCI M R-0.0 1554
SCICOMP(N)*-0 1 0 1555
aUMM(N)*0.0 1556 i




C EVALOATE	 CLAMBDA)2	 BASED ON MINIMUM KINEMATIC-VISCQSTTY	 COEFFICIENT# 1561
r EITHER FREE STREAM OR EDGE VALUE IS62
FACTai,/RATIO**1,5 1563
IF(AME3D.GT.AMINF3D)	 FACT*1, 1564









10	 FOR f+ RT(1X ► 35H***	 TRANSITION	 TEST
	
(GRANVTLLE) 1567
DO	 3	 Neel r T:INTRI, 1568
w RTTE(2 ► 11)RNL( N ) 1569
} it	 FOR M AT(1H	 #17HR1YNnLD5
	
NUMSER n 	 #FiO.A) 1570
IF{SCTR(N).GT.O.)	 GO	 TO	 14 1571
1572





C EVALUATE R2 1578
C REYNOLDS NUMBER	 IS RASED ON MINIMUM KINEMATIC VISCOSITY COEFFICIENTr IS79
r. F.ITHFRFREE STREA M OR EDGE
	 VALOE 5580
R qs SGRT(RN*SC*UTWO*CCISP/RATIO)*THETAI*FACT 1581
ISd2
W RITE(2 ► 22) 	 RD 1583
22	 FnR M AT(1H+p30X ► THRTHETA*F6.1) 1584
IF(SCTR(N).GT.O.)
	
GO	 TO	 14 15dS
C HAS
	
INSTARILITY AEEN P REDIC T ED UPSTREAM OF THIS PRINT 1586
TE(SCI( N ).GT.O,)	 GO	 TO	 140 1587
1585




	 TO	 7 IS91
6 CONTINUE 1592








TF(,1ACKPnT ► E03)GO	 TO	 3 1601 {
WRTTE(2r110)RTC ► EM 1602




r INTERPOLATE FOR VALUES AT POINT OF 	 TNSTASTLITY. 1607
3
9	 Sr,I(N)mSCI.+(SCwSCL)*CRTCL(N) .RDL(N)) /(RnaRTC-RDL(N)+RTCL(N)) 5608
IF(TNC,EQ,0)
	
GO TO 20 1609
SC3CO-MR(N)sSCI(N) 1610
GO ;TO 71 1611
20	 CALL C6I(SXVINC ► BXV,'FSVBINC ► LPSCI(N)pSCICOMP(N) ► ROT) 1612
at	 RTI(N) . RTCL(N) +(RTC ®RTCL(fir)) *(SCI(N) w SCL) /(SC-SCL) 1613
E M TREML+(E M. EML) *(SCI(N) . SCL)/(SCoSCL) 1614$tJMMCN)•O.5*(EM+EMI)*(BC.9Ci(N)) 1615 1
GO TO d 1616
1617


















C FIND CRITICAL	 VALUE OF	 (R2)T • (R2)1	 FROM GRANVTLLES CURVE. 1627
00	 1S	 K*2#13 1628




16 RTC MRTI BGRAN(K-1)+( A t4 RwAHT(K . 1)IO(GRAN(K)oGRAN(X • 1)31 1631
1(AnT(K)• AMT(K-1)) 1634
1635
1.14 4R ITE( 2r13)SCICOMP (N) 1636





	 GO	 TO 17 1639
wR ITE( 2019) 1640
19 FORM AT(1H +,72X,13HN0	 TRANSITTON) 1641
RTL(N) 8RTCMRTT wRTMRTI 1642'
GO	 TO	 100 1643
1644
17 SCTR( N ) USCO-MPL+RTL( N )*(SCO MP. SCOMPL)/(RTMRTIoRTCMRTI+RTL(N)) 1645
1646
5 4,RITE(2,tS)SCTR(N) 1647
19 FORMAT(iH+,72X t 19HTRANSITION AT S/C n 	 , F6.4) 1648,
100 WRITF(2,101)
	 RTI(N)I R TC M RTIP'A MB 1649

















C STORE TAAL''e8 OFRIVED FROM STUARTS AND GRANVILLES CURVES FOR USE	 IN 1663




	 R OS/1,392x1,.Ub 4 ,1.S73^1.7r1^64,2.016.2.224,2,4S8i2.713,2.9S6r 1:667
13.1SSr3.310,3. U 5Zr3.5Tr3.616,3.734.3.768 /,A M /.,06,. , 0Sr • .0a,a,03# 1666
Z • .02r^.O1r0.0^.c11 ► .0Z•.03x,0Ur^0S^^06.^^7^^06^^09 4 ;10/rGRAN/450, p 1 ,669	 i
34 6 0 , ^ U S0.,S OU .rSuEi.r610.r7G6.rS36.,1000	 X 1195.,1440.,1720,020 4 6410 1670




SURROOTINE VELOCTS	 ( INTV,COSP) 1675
1676
C COMPUTES U FROM DATA 1677
1678
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L991*10a3 UNIUVal 01 8v1n3IUN34d3d




Z991Z+ lr t d"1
1a9t
r THETA(S)	 FOR ESTIMATED a 1735
P TFSTxS +XV(1)/Cx 1736]
IF(TF5T,GT,1,)	 GO	 TO	 7 1737'
THETASsTHX(TEST) 1738
GO TO 4 1739
7 THETA8e6. 1740
1741
r, FINn	 S	 ANN	 D8/n(THETA)
	
AT	 S 1742
4 CALL CST(TH,STH,FSTH,INTU,THETAS,SXi tMSDTM) 1743
T£5T1sS+SATT • SYi 1744
IF(A85(TESTi),LT,n.noo0i)
	 GO	 T'O	 3 1745
1746	 .+•
r I""PRnVE ESTI M ATF	 FOR 6	 AND EVALUATE	 THETA(S), 1747
THETASwTHETAS+TFSTi/DSOTH 1748,
ITCoITC+1 1749
TFCTTC`.LT.20)GO	 TO	 u 1750
17Si
4^RITE(2.5) 1752
5 FORMAT(40HONON-CONVERGENCE IN 8 TO THETA PROCEOUR2), 1753
RETURN 1754
1755
C Fi ti'n	 U	 AND	 nU/O(THETA)	 AT	 THETA(8) 1756
3 CALL CSI( THXV * U M ,FUTH,L,THETA$ O U,DUD,TH) 1757
i5	 AME20RAMINF3D*U 1758
A M E30e(A HE20**?*(i.+A M F83n)+(AMT HR3n+SINP)**2)/(f.+AMRS3D•COSP**2) 1759
AME3nrSORT(AME3D) 1760
RATIO n (f,+,S*CLAM .M A » t.)*A M E30**2)/(i,+AMF831)) 17b1
DSCOSIPRATIO**GAMf 1762
IF(LT N EAR.FQ ,t)GO	 TO	 20 1763	 J
01 I D8 n4UDT H /DSnTH+DSCO8I. 17b4
;; (l-XRXTH(THE;TAS)+CH 1765	 i1766
I F(ILP,E©.1)RFTURN 1767
CALL	 CSI(TH,ZA,FZTH,INT4, THETAB,ROT , OZDTH)
DXOTHSAS8(,5*8IN(YHETAi)} 1769













	 OUT TABLE OF
	 VELOCITY DATA, 1780	 J
1761
COMHON/XSANDO/UM(365)











IF(T N T3.EC , O. AND. INTV . LE.2)WRITF(a,i)(XV(N),U M (N), Not * L)	 1795
1	 FORMAT(1H0p4X,2H9V,8Xs1HU/(tH 	 ,2CFA,4,2X)))	 1794
1?^5
IF'(INT3.EP . O,AND . TNTV. E(J,3)WRITE ( Z,t)(XV(N)pC PU M (N),U M C N ), N *I#L )	1796
2	 FORMAT(1H0 0 4X,2HKV,7X,2HC,P,9X, 4,HI l /(1H	 r3CF8.4,2X)))	 1797
1798
IF(TNT3.EN,1,AND,INTV.LE.t)WRITE(2,3)(XV(N),SXV(N),SXVI N C( N ),	 1799
lU M(NI)rTHXVCN ) pFVTH ( N),FSVSINC (N),Nml,l )	 1800-
3	 FORMAT(tH0,7XPHWV,1493kSXV,11XbHSXVINC',13X1HU,13X4HTHXV,12 X4 HFUTH, 	1801




IF(INT3.EO.i.AND.TNiTV.EQ.3)WRITE(2.4)(XV(N)'.S'XV(N),SX V I NC( N ),	 1804
1CP t-IM (N)OU M (N)# Not I.)	 1805

















The sample case consists of the computation of the boundary layer on
the upper surface of a wing swept at 350 with the airfoil section shown in
figure 2 subject to the suction distribution given in figure 1. This airfoil
which is nominally 13% thick was designed specifically for LFC use by Pfenninger,
Allison, and Bobbitt using the inverse method in reference 6 to design the
airfoil and the analysis method in reference 7 to modify; the lower surface.
The sample case free stream Reynolds number is 11 x 106 , based on the chord
measured perpendicularly to the leading edge. The free stream Mach number
is 0.885 which gives a Mach number normal to the wing leading edge of 0.725,
the same as the design value. The suction distribution shown in figure 1
maintains laminar flow over the entire wing surface according to the criterions
i
which were previously discussed. It should be noted however that no attempt
was made to optimize this suction distribution; hence, it is expected that
these suction levels can be reduced thereby reducing the skin-friction drag.
The input for the sample case is listed below. The program prints
this input as well as some computed quantities and that information is also	 s
listed below. A sample of the output is then shown with both the print out j
at a typical boundary-layer station and the boundary-layer profiles, given. 1
Figures 3 gives the distributions for this sample case of the x and y
skin-friction coefficients along the surface from the leading to trailing edge.
This sample case required a total of 18 seconds and 768 K storage for
y
execution on the CDC CYBFR 175 computer.
59
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.a.}•f n '^.r•f.A•f•a^a n k n}.M•R•} n a n a.t.1^^*•k n }•i.k.a n ir:n t^k..lt.a n f. irk.A.f•.i.ifk ni.i.R.a.R.k nk.fRk.A^# nk.k.1..f.f.k.i n iRA nk.ff\.k}f n r.
INPUT +	 SnrE CnOPUTEO QtlA4TITIES
A•#.•-A n#•# n #-M.# nA.A-#.} n A• # - a.A n #- r• a.#• # n t n ^,.A.# n A.^;.f n f.#.A.^+#.,►.4##.*.^a.#.#.A.#.#-^.#.*.#.#.r.a-+.A.A.t.^. #.a. #.#.a-#.r.A•
ITS• 50	 J•	 _,108	 TOL•-	 ,00001	 02 n 	 .nSnOD	 DSw ,t11600 	 IJSTEPM .oSODO	 -,F n 1.00000
IBLCsi DISCONTINUOUS SUCTIO N OR P'7ECTIO N rI V E'+ BEI-O°









INCO 0 AMINME	 .88506200E+00	 GAMMAS	 .la0o0OAOF +01
COMPRESSIALE FLOW ( INCOO).	 STEWARTSON TRANBEOR"ATION USES
Be SUCTION. TRANSITION ANAYLSIS OF YAWEn w TNG LAMINAR F1011NDARY LAYFR
IN73n 1	 CHn 	 1.000nO
IDY• 0	 INTU D 	161 RHO*	 . 30000000EvO3
I8P• 2
N 1(A(N) ZA(N) STH(N) TM(N) FSTHtN) FZTH(N)
1 0,10000000E+o1 0 '. Or 0; niOlIi77QE+00' .3?173472E-n1
r,e 2 •.Q9949851E+00 .31847586E-O& .50250024E-03 ; 4091689E •ol .SOOS34A6E+o0 .30896018E-01
" a 3' e.99601039E+00 .124tloosE. 03 .19934782E 0 02' ,89239698E-01 .49895677E+00 .27769252E-01
<^' 4 . ` 9QSSSS64E+O0 26996347E-03 04 432SS60F-O? .13343103E+00 .49617756E+00 .23753n57E-01
S ..99213940E+00 .461.620S4E-03 .7A74169OE-02 ;177 43S319E+On .49252242E+00 .19015895E-01
6
-.9877084E+00 r69008LL30E-03 r12255609E.ot .22168903E+00 .98789578E+00 .13380916E-01
7 -.482A2976E+00 .9 4451567E-03 .)75958149 n0i .2658881OE+0A .48228A94E+O0 .62598502E-02
6 -.976137S9E+00 .121112bgE-02 ,2389365OE.01 r31019135E+00 .47571685E+00 -.29233377E-02
4 96858912E ♦ on .147225SiE-02 .311 4 69229-01	 ,'r15462076E+On .46826032E+00 -.13S34041E.01
10 -.96068937E+00 .17070801E-02 .353 4 9934E-01 r39918326E+on .45999144E +00 -.24866529E - 01	 ------,R
11 -,95154673E +Oo ;IA927079E-02' ,4A4944SAF•O, ;443677n9E +0n .4SO95145E+00 -.37038037E -01
r, 12 -,99147283E+00 .POOUIPSSE-O? .58568974E-0'1
.
.48669631E+00 .4UiI9449E+00 .'.5D473053E-01
=1 13 -.93048302E+00 .-2013652SE-02 .69558788E-01 .53363052E+00 .43o8n923E+00 -.6S05131136E*01
e 14 •.Q1lISQAOSE + 00 -,I8 g l5196E - OP ,sJAaaaO6E- nl '.57866n35E#o0 .419AS186E+00 -.79336S03E-01
15 -.9OS84324EiOO .16074394E-02 .94202359E-41 .62376263E+00 .40840696E+00 -.95048582E-01
16 .,89224840E+00 .11280477E-02 ,107.80562E+On .b68gI2O6F+n0 .39661132E+00 -.11195686E+00
1 7 - .87X150509+00 , 4 2313630E- n 3 .12222081E +On ,71407250E+00 .38434390E+00 ..12591484E+00
18 ..A626A91SE+00 . ,53A79543E -03 .137412b4E*On .7S9?12S2F+00 .37160033E +0n -.13918686E+00	 _T i
19' -.84679338E+00 -,1791n643E_O2 .15335769E+O n ;8O43401AE+On .360330?PE+DO - .1734onO4E+O0
20 -.83010369E+00 - .34n661 g 4E•02 .17003578E+00 .84946181E+o0 .35349896E+00 -,23825012E+00
21 -.Al29915IS400 -.54978826E-02 .18737454E +on .BQ443053E+00 .3499978 g E ♦0 n ..29910118E+00
22 --,79534249E+00 .,81457877E-02 ,20521120E +0n r93888885E+00 .34324588E+on - ,317S4039E+00
23 -.77750733E+00 -,11330604E-01 ;22332A4gE+On	 - .9A2aIS74F+OO .32699260E+00 -,28678255E+00
24 ..75967S46E+OO -.14932SSSE-o1 .2LL)52nS1E+On .10247051E+01 .29848821$+00 ..212S)590E+00
25 , .74197277E+00 -,18770622E-01 ,25463448E+On ,10656385E+01 .25772689E+00 -,99651162E-01
26 -.72442886E+00 -r22651E97E-01 .27760259E+00 .11033097E+01 .ZI8i78SZE+00 ,42156377E-02
27' -.70699960E+00 -.26438i44E • 01 .29543934E+On ;114395 139E+01 ,IA922205E+00 .62915790E-01	 --
28 -.68963086E#00, + •,30058774E-01 .31318046E+OD .11817981E+01' ,IbA7033iE+00 .10557758E+00'
29- . .672297STF+00 -.33468083E-01 ,33D841586E+On .12189889E+01 ,13997178E+00- .15613772E+00
30 +,6 1S497395E + 00 ..36620239E - 01 .34845392E+ On .12556581E + 01 .IlAhRS97E+OO .lg8O4ASDE+00
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61 `	 .79695	 .89072




















t 77	 997732	 .62232








84	 1.000.00t t^? .55517
MGRAD•	 .96106000E+02
VGRADE	 ,88.86677	 XV(I)o	 .,15490000E-04
NONeDIMENSIONAL DISTA NCE FROM LOWER SURFACE TRAILING EDGE
	
(IF UPPER SURFACE 18 TD SE COMPUTED ' I'8P92)r OR FROM. UPPER SURFACE
TRAILING EDGE ( IF LOWER SURFACE I8 TO M E COMPUTED P ISPRO)	 TO ATTACHMENT LINE N SATT /CM n -	 .10122849E+01
SUCTION.
	
TRANSITION ANAYLSIS OF YAWED, WING LAMINAR 6nU k+DARY LAYER
UPPER SURFACE CALCULITIDN USI NG LFC 13.0 PCT THICK AIRFOIL DESTG NED MY ALLISON
REYNOLDS NUMBER DEFINED BY'RNN OL/NU


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































	 .872044+00 .62032907E+no .9n o+76893E+00 ,54973854E+01 -,362746 43E-01 -.2516b5i3E+01
.86b5B457E+o0	 .88564156E+00 .63291801E+no 07795168F+00- .55353595E+01 .1n069b17E+01 n,234741u0E01
.87937576E+0o	 ,89877203E+00 .64549958E+00 .A5n3l524E+00 .55737833E+01 .22171591E+01 -.20746105E+01
,89175958E+oo	 .91SU8g26E+00 .65799564E+04 .8254n538E*00 .56126983F+01 .23Q57133E+n1 -,17603860E+0Y
90369481E+n0
	 ,92374251E+00 .6703Dn76E+00 .8n37A526E+00 .56521034E+01 .22110DA2E+ni -.14787284E+01
.91513138E+o0	 .9354753bE+00 .6A230154E+60 .7852Q48UE+4D .56919679E+01 .16069547E+01 -.12625374E+01
.92b018o0Esoo	 . g 466330uE+00 .69389219E+00 ,76929170E+00 .573225iuE+oi .13325073E+01 -.11081800E+01
.93630612E*OO	 - .957165SbE+00 .70497925E+o0 .75529682E+00 .5772Q1 4 4E+01 ,937u5432E400 .99978978E+00
q u595o79E+00	 .96702769E+00 .71548067E+00 .74284235E+n0 ,SH13921P,E+n ,86366277E+00 ..92395321E+oo
.95491055E+00	 .97617851E+00 ,72532377E+00 -.73169073E+00 _ .58552417E#41 .Sun22237E+00 -.87723200E+00
.96314744E+00	 .98AS81161+00 ,73444417E+00 .7214ROPIE+00 .58968467E+01 31 747931E+00 -.85871627E+00
.97062697E+00
	 .99220256E+00 .74278481E+00 .712n5212E+0n .59387135E+01 ,29789328E+00 -.86547699E+00
.97731771E+00	 .99901292E+00 .7502446nE+on .70313714E+00 .59808220E+01 .21790824E+00 -.90871914E+00
.98319142E+On	 .lo049B5RE+01 .75692841E+0o .69447076E+00 ,60231575E+01 -,17248033E+00 n ,10220340E+01
.98822326E+00	 .10100981E+01 .762646A9E+00 .685SA736E+00 .60657156E+01 -.96659261En 01 -.121.43433E+01
.99239108E+D0
	 .10143293E+01 .76741467E+n0 .61610256E+00 .61085051E+01 -.12554519E+01 -.16693182E+01
.99567448E+ 00 	.l0t76b03E+n1	 - .77119850E+00 ,66524179E+00 .61515529E+01 ,83323844E+00 -.21916816E+01
.99805372E+00
	
.iO20n727E+01 .77396493E+00 .6Si7273 E+00 .619u9233E+01 -.10279694E+02 -.53732532E+01
.99950735E+00	 .10215460E+01 .77567658E+00 .63100655E+00 .62387902E+01 ,18075375E+02 -.80131082E+01
.99999989E+00	 .10220449E+01 ,77626160E+00 .62726349E+oo .62825220E+01 -.90376876E+01 -.20621022E+01
^ 1^K i^t.t.tst.t.tit-#.*-R.#et.t^#-Q-t.#-R• #op.Rnt•*-R. v,.*-#-pat-*-ts#sR- R-#-ts*.R.#.R.R-#.R.'L*-IiR-R-Rs#H.ts#.#-•.#s! n R.
t OUTPUT
"C I44-'r',D R*w LEADING nEDGE CONTAMINAT70V TEST **+ i
Lg P.EYNOLOS NUMBERn 	 11000000.	 RTHETA• 51.2 NO TURBULENT CONTAMINATION AT A,L,
l	 g"i XE	 n .000015	 8•	 0.000000	 SCAMPn 0.000040 Us	 0.000000 AME3D•	 4 482902 DU/D(8/L)s 72.795397	 12 ITERATIONS
-La DELTAIF	 .4750	 THETAI•	 .1975 (OU /DZ)Zn n	 n 2.2046	 (DV/DZ)Z n 0 n 	 .114E+01 AIRFOIL SLOPE•	 .900E+02,
2'	 ZCOMP'	 W U V	 STY CFV T RHDD
0,000000
	
0.000000	 -.289171 o.on00oO 0.0non00 1.156667 1.226681	 I
.050000	 .038772	 -.290886 .068570 .038029 1.156592 1.226760
.1 00000	 .07IS39,	 -.295942 .133679 .0755015 1.156373 1,226993	 i
x200000
	
.155040	 +.315399 .253793 .148809	 - I.1S5526 1.227893
,300000	 .232467
	 -.346216 .360975 .2i9P2Q 1.154176 1,229328
,400000
	 ,3n9788	 +.387137 .u339b9 .28AU29 1.152379 1.231246
-.500000	 .386975	 ..436984 .539592' .354420- 1.150193 1.233586
,600000	 .464004,	 .,494662 .61`2708 .417588 1,107679 1.236288
.7000n0
	
.5406S6	 -.55916S .676205 ,477706 1.i44905 10239283
.800000
	 .617516'	 ..629576 .730973 .534553 14141439 1.242502
^Q00000	 .693972	 -.705066 ,777888 .587931 1.138851 1.245871	 j
1.000000	 .770219	 n .794893 .817799 .617675 1,135709 1.249319
1.104000	 .846255	 -.968395 .85IS13 .683665 1.132576 1.252773
1.200n00	 .922083	 -`.9S499P ,879794 .725930 1.129513 1,2Sb171
1.500000	 ,497710'	 -1.044177 .903.338 .764155 1.126570 1.259453
1. A00000	 1.0731AS	 -1.135508 .922805 .798681 1.123789 1.262570
.500000	 i.1u84n0 -	 -J.22AO08 .938779 .889501 1.121202 1.265482
1.600000	 1.223488-	 -1.323154 .9517QD .856759 1,118833 1.268162
-1.70 0000	 1,298426	 .1.41887 4 .962307 .BA063Q 1.Si6695 1.270590
1.8000no
	
1.373227	 nI.SI553q .970743 .9n 361 1.114792 1,272758
1.90n000	 1.447910	 .1.612959 .977458 .919169 1.113121 10274670
2.000000	 1.522467	 -1.710978 .CA2761 .93u325 1.111673 1,276330
2.100000	 I.S9697S	 - -1.809464 .9R691b ,947097 1.110434 1.277754
2.200000	 1.671386	 . 1.908328 .990145 ,957754 1.109305 1.278959
2.300000	 1.745733	 -2,007471 .992634 ;966564 1.108515 1.279967
2.400000	 1.820026	 •2.ln6A33 .994537 ,973764 1.107794 1.280799
2.500000	 1.894276	 -2.20636? .995981 .9796on 1.107201 1.781479
4^
	
2.600000	 1.968490	 -2.306016 .9g70bb .994?7g 1,106733 1,282027
ro	 2.700000
	
2,042676	 -2.405765 .997876 .9F7gqu 1,C(-6355 1,282465
2.800000	 2.116P39	 -2.505584 .998474 .990415 1.14on57 1.282810
2.900000	 2.190985'	 -2.605,15 1, .998913' .9931H? 1.1	 5825 1.283080
3.000000
	




-2.805288 .gggu62 .ggb?71 1.1A5508 1,2B3447
3.200000	 2.413351	 2.405252 ,gg9626 ,gg7Pft3 L.t05405 1.2B35hR
3.300060	 2.u87u38	 -3,005221 .g99T43 .9gBA37 1.105327' 1.283658
3.u00000	 2,561561,	 -3.105200 .999824 .998595 1.105270 1.283721,
3,500000
	
2,635660	 -3.205185 .899881 ,499004 1.105228 1.283773
3.600000	 2;709757	 -3,305175 .999920 .g9g3n1 1,105107 1.283809
3.700000	 2,783852	 -3.40516 q .999947 .999514 1.10517S 1,283834
3.800.000	 2,857g46	 -3.5051bu .999965 ,9g9666 1,105160 1,283852
3.900000	 2.932n39	 -3.605161 .999977 ,9gg772 1,1051u9 1.283865
4.000000	 3.006131
	
..3.705160 ,999985 ,9g9F47 t.IrS 141 1.283974
4.100000	 3.080223	 -3,805158 .499ggt .99989H 1.105136 1.283880
4.200000	 3,154315	 -3.905158 .99ggqu ,9g9933 1.i05i32 1.283884
4.300000	 3.228406-	 - 1_.005167 ,999996 ,9ggq56 1.105130 1.283887
4.400000
	
3.302487'	 04.105157 e99g99B .999972 1,105128 10283889
4.500000	 3.3T658H	 -4.205137 .g99gg4 .990983 1,105127 1.283R9p
4.600000	 3.450680	 -4.305151 .99gggq .ggqq90 1.105126 1,283891
4.700000	 3.524771	 -4.405156 1.000000 ,9gggqu 1.105126 1.283892
4.'800000'	 3,5QBB62	 -4 8 505156_ 1.000000 .999gg9 1.105125 1.ZB3892
4,900000	 3.1672953	 -4.605156 1.060000 ,99ggq9 1.105125 1.283892
4.450000	 3.109998	 -4,655156 1.000000 .ggq99q 1.105iZ5 1.283892
Xn	 -,000004	 So	 ,001119	 BCnMPr .000151 Liu	 .050400	 AME3Ds , 1485054' Du/D(S /L)a	 ul.u52912	 4	 ITERATIONS
DELTAIP
	
.4640	 THE7AIm	 .1937 (DU/DZ)ZS0 ®2.2748	 (D V /DZ)ZMO a .12)E+01 AIRFOIL SLOPE g ,694E+02
REYNOLDS NUMBERS	 11.000000,	 (DI MENSIONAL Z)/CHORDS)	 ,nirioas)z	 nei.T 4 1/C m .000021 T HET A I/CS .000009
CF%s	 .461E-03	 CFYs	 .282E-02	 CDFXS .178E-08 CDEXI N FS	 ,,133E-05
*** RELAMTNARISATION CHECK ***'
REYNOLDS NUMBERS 	 1-1000000.	 Ka	 .238E-07	 KMAXe	 .238E-07
*** SWEEP INSTABILITY TEST *m'* j
REYNOLDS NUMRERis	 11000000.	 CHI(OWEN-RANDALL)o 6.27
*** TRANSITION TEST (GRANVILLE) ***
REYNOLDS 'NUMBERS	 11000000.	 RTHETAz 5,9
Xa.
	 0.000000	 S•	 ,00231?	 SCOMPM .001375 US	 ,098577	 AME3Ds 0191082 DU/D(S /L)S	 39,030765	 4 ITERATIONS
DELTAis
	 04721	 THETAIS	 1966 (DU/DZ)Zao 82.2255	 (DV/DZIZSo S .121E+01 AIRFOIL SLOPES ,BgUE+02
REYNOLDS NUMBERS	 11000000,	 (DIMENSIONAL Z)/CHORDv)	 .000046)Z	 OELTAI/C a .000022 T HETAS/C4 .000009
*** RELAMINARISATION CHECK **a j
REYNOLDS' NUMBERS	 11000000.	 - Ks	 ,177E -06	 KMAX•	 ,177E-06 ------ ,:
*** SWEEP INSTABILITY TEST n** j
REYNOLDS NUMBERS	 11000000.	 CHT(DWEN- RANDALUs 12.21
*** TRANSITION, TEST 	 (GRANVILLE)	 ***
REYNOLDS'NUMSFRs	 11000000.	 RTH£TAS 12.1	 RTHETCRITm3219.6	 LAM2a	 .065	 NO INSTABILITY
Xm	 ,000000	 Ss	 ,002387	 SCOMPS .001606 U`	 .106483	 AME3Dv ,491.399 DU /D(8 /L)a	 39.061186	 4 ITERATIONS
DELTAlo
	
,4719	 THETA1s_	 .1465 (DU/DZ)Z n D -2,2269	 (DV/DZ)ZsO: n .121E+01 AIRFOIL SLOPES .900EtO2
REYNOLDS NU m PER n 	 11000000.	 (DIMENSIONAL Z)/CHORD n )	 000046)Z	 nELTAi/C n ,000022 TMETAI /Cs ,000009
CFXS	 875E-03	 CFYs	 272E-02	 CDFXS .397E-OR CDFXINF n 	 .269E-05
*** RELAMINARISATIO N CHECK ***
REYNOLDS NUMBERS
	 11000000.	 KS	 ,182E -06	 KMAX n 	 ,182E-06'
*** SWEEP INSTABILITY TEST ***





REYNOLDS NUMBERS	 11000000.	 RTHETA n 12.3
Xs	 .102078 	 an	 .090273'	 5[0µP n 	 .117376 Us	 1.263216	 ANE3Ds	 1,2 4 i560 nU/D(8/L)c	 -.445287
DELTAI n 1.7127
	
THE'TAI• .S225 (DU/DZ)Zs0'n 	 .5546 (DV/0Z)Zm6 s	 -,545E+00 AIRFOIL SLOPE S ,871E+01
REYNOLDS NUMBERQ 11000000.-' CDIHEN8IO NAL'Z)ICHORDs) ,Ann0Al)Z	 'DELT A !/C=	 .000138 THET A I/C n .000042
CFXs	 ,.156E -02	 CFY• .70SE n 03	 CDFX n .253E-03 COFXI`+F'R .285E-03
x* SWEEP INSTABI`,'ITY TEST *x*
i REYNOLDS NUMBERS 11000000. CHI(OWEN n RANDALL)r 69.72
*** TRANSITION TEST (GRANVILLE) **+
REYNOLDS NUMBERn 11000000, -	 RTHETAN 638.9	 INSTABILITY AT S/C¢'	 .0678 NO TRANSITION
INSTAB.- RE. NO. n 455,2 RTC-RTIs 918.0 1_A M2BARi .003
Xs	 .104886 8z	 .092010 SCOMPM .tao219 UN	 1.262365
	
AME30s	 1,240850 OU/DCS /L)a	 -.541482
DELTAls 1.7179	 THETA1• .5244 (DU/DZ)ZsO	 n 	 .5531 (0V/DZ)Zv0 ft	 .548E+00 A I R FOIL SLOPE n .871E+01
STREAM FLOW DISPLACEMENT THICKNESSw 1,475369
CROSS FLOW DISPLACEMENT THICKNE58a .0751840 MAXp	 CROSS-FLO W VELOCITYs .024473
Q Z ZCDMP W u V STV CFV T KMOO
O.n00noo 0,000000 -,744610 0.000000 0.000000 0,0nonon 0.000000 1.1Sb667 ,562292
.050000 .094534 -.743710- .047259 .043981 .046b39 -,001693 1.15607u .562580
.100000 .iama -.741084 .092876 .086355 .091642 -.003368 < 1.154378 .563406
.200000 .377241 -.731061 .179397 .166!u s .176959 -.006653 1,148132 .566471
.300000 .364224 -.715326 .259933 ,240932 .256337 -.009813 1.138758 1571135
.400000 ,749469 -.644640 .334.792 .3t0016 .330103 -.012796 1.126967 .577110
,500000 4932634 -.669743 .404230 .374)42 .398535 -.n1S539 1,113376 .584155
1i .600000 1.113968 -.641364 .468467 .433644 4461877 -.017985 1.098521 .592054
.700600 1.291603- - 610216 ,527704 .AARS22 .SP0345 -.020091 1.082869 .600612
.800000 1.467544 -.576989 .SA2127 .539934 .574143 -.021786 1.066823 .609646
P 900000 1.640653- -.542346 .631922 .587230 .623463 -.023081 1.050729 .618964
1.000.000 1.811149' .506908 ,677275 .630901 ,668498 -,023950 1,034878 .628465
1.100000 1.979090- -.471249 .716363 .671139 .709441 -.024399 1.019510 ,637938
1.200000 2.144572 -.435882 .755452 .708112 .746492 -,0244d9 1.o04820 ,647264
1.300000 -2.307718 -.401256 .788699 .74197A 1779857 -.024129 .990954 ,656321
1.400600 2.466673 -.367751 .818353 .772986 .AA9748 •.023482 ,978019 ,665001
1.500000 2!.627594 -,335618 .844650 .000982 .836385 -.022553 .966084 .673217
1,.600000 8.784648 .,305275 .867835 .826410 ,859994 -.021394 .955186 .680696
1.700000 2.940005 -.276715 .8881.53 .849315 .BAD802' -.020058 .945330 ,687997
!.800000 3.093836 -.250107 .905852 .869AU3 .809037 ..018597 .936501 .694483
1.900000 3.246304 -.2255n5 ,921176 .868145 .gla92S- -.017059 .928661 .700346
2.000000 3.397567 -,202914 .934363 .904372 .928687 -.015489 .921760 .705590
2.100000 3.547774 -.182295 ,945bul .918678 .94053A -.013925 .915734 .710232
2.200000 3.697063' -,163576 .955226 .931215 .950682 -.o12401 .930sib .714303
2.300000 3.845560 -.146660 .9h3324 .94213A- .959314 -.010941 .9obo32 ,7178382.4
^0000 3.993376' -.131427 ,970122 .951595 .966615 -.009568 .902207 .720881
2,500000 4.140619 -.117747 .975794 .959734 ,972754 -.008294 .69896A n 723478
2.600000 4.287373 -.105492 .980447 .966693 .977A84 -.007129 .896246 .725676
2.700000 4.433720_ -.094490 .984373 .9726nb .992146 -.006077 .893973 .727521
2.800000 4,579728 -_ -.084633 .967548 .977599 .985665 -.005138 .892089 .729058
2,909000 4.72SASS -,075776 .990133 .9A1788 .988550 -.004310 .890537 ,730328
3,000000 4.87om -.067793 .992225 .985280 ,990911 -.003587 .gA9267 .731371




3.200000 5,1614119> •„0539A5 .995253 ,996553 .944;A3 -.002427 ,847402 .732904
3.300000 _5.306454 -.047855 ,996321 .9o249Q .oeQ559A -.001874 'BR6733 .7334h1
3.40pona 5.4513g1 -.042388 .gg7tbA ,994.0Ai .9.96582 -,01,1593 ,886200 .733967
3.500000 5.596250 -.037208' ,997829 ,9g5357 .947361 -.041276 ,885777 .734253
3.600000 5.741047 -.03234Q ,9g8346 .9963P7 .?97Q75 -.n(11.n15 .995443 ,73452Q
3.700000 5.885796 *.027754 .998748 ,9071°9- ,gn8455 -.600800 .AR5182 .734746
3.9000on 6.030507 -.023374 .gg9o58 ,997846 .918A2q .,000626 .894979 ,734915
3.900000 6.1751BA -.0tgt67 .499296 .gg8356 ,899118 -.n00466 .484821 .735046
4,00000n 6.314847` -.'0i51ot .999478 .988755 ,499341 -.900373 .48470o .735140
4.100000 6.464489 -,o11147 ,999616 .999466 .999512 -.000284 ,984607 .735223
4.200000 6.608117 -.007291 .999720 .9gg306 .'998642 -:000214 ,884537 .735282
4.300000 6,753735 -,003498 .9g9798 .999492 .999740 0.000158 ,884483 .735327
4.400000 6.898345` .000258 .949957 .9gg634 Q9gA15- -.000115 .884642 .735361
4,50n000 7.042850 .003gSR .9ggqnl .499742 .999R71 -.000082 .984412 ,735386
4,600000 7.187550 .on7626 .949g33 .9Q9R25 .g99913 -,000056 .884389 .735405
4.700000 7.332147 .011269 .999958 .999RgA ,809844 -,000036 ,884372 .735419
4.8000no 7.476741 ,010893 .999976 .999936 ,9ggq68 -.000021 .884359 .735430
4.90o000 7.621334 .nla503 .gggg90 .99gg7Z .gggqAb `.0000o9 .86434q .735438
4. g300o0 7.693630 .020304 .'gggqqs .999QST .gggqq4- -,000004 .884345 .735442
REYNOLDS NUMBERS	 11000000. (DIMENSIONAL Z)/CHORDS) .000091)2	 DELTAI/C • ,000140	 THETAI/Ca ,000043
6** SWEEP INSTABILITY TEST A*R




REYNOLDS NUMBER*	 11000000. RTHETAR 647.2' INSTABILITY AT 5/Ca	 .0678_ HC TRANSITION
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.885	 PSI-35.0	 RNL(1)= 1.10E+07




Figure 3. Upper surface skin-friction distributions for sample case.
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